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Introduction
Graphene is ”a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a two-dimensional
(2D) honeycomb lattice” (Fig.1), whose name comes from the root ”graph− ” of
”graphite” and from the suffix ”− ene” of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [7].
Graphene was firstly isolated in 2004 in Manchester by A. K. Geim and K. S.
Novoselov’s group via the so called ”scotch − tape method”, namely mechanical
exfoliation of graphene layers from bulk graphite assisted by scotch tapes [1]: for
this discovery they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2010.
Figure 1: Graphene ”honeycomb lattice”, the first example of bidimensional ma-
terial, discovered in Manchester in 2004 by A. K. Geim and K. S. Novoselov [1].
Graphene can be considered as the precursor of other carbon allotropes (Fig.2),
since it can be stacked into parallel planes to form tri-dimensional (3D) graphite,
rolled into cylinders to make one-dimensional (1D) carbon nanotubes or wrapped
into a spherical shape to obtain zero-dimensional (0D) fullerenes [2, 7, 44].
Figure 2: Graphene as the constitutive element of graphite, carbon nanotubes and
fullerenes [2].
2
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Graphene has been studied for decades, but merely treated as an interesting
academic exercise, since theory predicted that strictly 2D materials should not be
stable at any finite temperature due to thermal lattice fluctuations [1, 7, 9, 22,45].
Due to the reduced dimensionality and the symmetry properties of the crystal lat-
tice, graphene is better described by the 2D Dirac equation, rather than the tradi-
tional Schroedinger’s equation. The solution to this problem shows the presence,
in the six Dirac points of the hexagonal Brillouin Zone, of a gapless electronic en-
ergy band spectrum, linearly depending on the electron momentum (Fig.3) [2,15].
The absence of the gap between valence and conduction band is the reason why
graphene is referred to as a ”zero− gap semiconductor” [1, 2, 7, 46].
Moreover, given the linearity in the energy band profile, electrons in graphene
behave as if they had no mass due to the interaction with the lattice [12]: for
this reason they are often referred to as massless Dirac fermions. This feature
provides extremely high values of charge carriers mobilities, which make graphene
an appealing candidate for many practical applications in photonics and optoelec-
tronics [4, 15].
Figure 3: Linear energy band dispersion in graphene at the Dirac points [1]
.
There are several layered materials (LMs), whose bulk properties were studied
already in the sixties, which retain their stability down to monolayers, and whose
properties are complementary to those of graphene; just to give some examples,
h− BN , WS2, WSe2, MoS2, Bi2Te3, let alone those that are only theoretically
predicted and still have to be isolated and studied. In this big family one can find
materials showing the most diverse properties, ranging from mechanical robustness
and stiffness to mechanical fragility, from chemical inertia to extreme reactivity;
they can be insulators, semiconductors or topological insulators as well as metals
and superconductors [22].
One of the greatest contributions of graphene to basic research was given by the
possibility to observe at room temperature the quantum Hall effect (QHE) as
well as phenomena predicted by quantum electrodynamics (QED) such as the
Klein paradox and the Zitterbewegung, since the fine structure constant for
graphene is 300 times higher than its analogue in QED [9,13,47].
Graphene shows a unique set of properties: beside the aforementioned extremely
high charge carriers mobility, it also shows a higher thermal conductivity than
silver and copper and the highest Young modulus ever measured (regarded as the
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strongest material ever tested, K. Novoselov conveyed the idea of its robustness at
the Nobel announcement saying that a graphene hammock with an area of 1m2
could support a cat weighing 4 Kg, despite weighing itself as much as one of the
cat’s whiskers (0.77 mg) [18]).
Such numerous and extraordinary properties make graphene an ideal candidate in
many fields ranging from sensing, photonics, optoelectronics, energy production
and storage and communications. These promising applications are strengthen by
a comparison of the ideal performances of graphene with those of other materials
(Fig.4).
Figure 4: Overview of the properties of graphene: a comparison with other mate-
rials [3].
Up to now, devices such as transistors, light-emitting diodes, solar cells, batteries,
sensors, touch screens, electronic paper and electronic textiles have been studied
and tested [41]: the great challenge ahead relies firstly on integrating graphene in
the current technology, and then, in the forecoming decades, replacing the existing
materials in order to obtain entirely graphene-based devices, and most importantly
developing a radically new technology out of graphene and other 2D crystals. [4].
For the development of next-generation devices, where physical flexibility is a must,
some graphene properties, such as bendability and stretchability, are emerging as
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extremely appealing. Within this context, inkjet printing, an ink deposition
technique, has recently received a great interest thanks to the ever growing field
of printed (opto)electronics, since it enables the development of a wide range of
devices ranging from transistors to solar cells, organic light-emitting diodes, touch
screens, sensors, e-paper, electronic textiles, just to cite a few.
Graphene is likely to play a key role in this field and inkjet printing on flex-
ible substrates is one of the most promising techniques for the development of
graphene-based flexible (opto)elecronics and photonics, to provide lightweight
foldable devices with the same or superior performances of the rigid ones, with the
added value of mechanical flexibility [48,49].
Like in the past, a carbon-based material may be responsible of a third tech-
nological revolution: after the huge impact of burning carbon on the technological
revolution in 19th century and the central role of carbon-based plastics in the man-
ufacturing industry in the 20th century, the coming years will definitely tell us if
we will leave in ”the era of graphene”.
Graphene can rely on evident advantages with respect to other nanomaterials of
different dimensionality and composition: it is made up of abundant and cheap
carbon atoms; moreover, carbon is the component of living systems, so a great
effort has been put into combining technological innovation with bio-compatibility
in fields such as biomedicine.
All these factors have contributed to create a powerful and economically inter-
esting technological platform. A proof of such incredible scientific revolution is
given by the ever increasing number of publications and patent applications on
graphene from 2000 to 2014 (Fig. 5 and 6) [4, 50].
Figure 5: Publications on graphene from 2000 to Aug. 2014. Publications on
graphene prior to 2000 are not plotted [4].
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Figure 6: Patent applications on graphene as a function of application year. Note:
patents remain unpublished for up to 18 months from their filing. Accordingly,
2013 and 2014 are under-represented. Data updated as of July 2014 [4].
However, many theoretical aspects still have to be completely understood as
well as several practical challenges have to be faced before the incredible potential
of LMs can result in practical applications exploited in daily life. For all these rea-
sons, graphene and related LMs will keep for sure a key role in basic and applied
research in the next decades.
This thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 1 presents a general theory of graphene: it firstly describes its phys-
ical and chemical structure (Par.1.1); its numerous properties are then pre-
sented in Par.1.1.1 from an electronic, optical , thermal and mechanical point
of view, focusing on possible practical applications. Other related 2D ma-
terials are finally presented in Par.1.2, where more details will be given in
particular on molybdenum disulphide MoS2 (Par.1.2.1).
• Chapter 2 presents graphene production techniques such asmicromechanical
cleavage (MC) (2.1) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (2.2); liquid
phase exfoliation (LPE) is described in more details in Par.2.3 since it is
the synthesis technique used for this work. In Par.2.4 I will also present the
mechano− chemical exfoliation via ball-milling.
• Chapter 3 deals with the characterization techniques for LPE-produced 2D
material-based inks: absorption spectroscopy to estimate the concentration
of the ink (3.1), Raman spectroscopy to analyze the quality and the number
of layers of the flakes constituting the ink (3.2) for both graphene (3.2.1)
and MoS2 (3.2.2), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging to
determine their lateral size(3.3), rheological analysis to measure the viscosity
of the ink to be ink-jet printed (3.4).
• Chapter 4 deals with inkjet printing: the possible technological applica-
tions are presented (4.1), the device used for printing (a FUJIFILM Dimatix
Material Printer DMP2831) is described (4.2) as well as the optimization of
some relevant physical parameters (4.3).
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• Chapter 5 reports the results of the characterization on the synthesized
graphene-based (5.1) and MoS2-based (5.2) ink: absorption spectroscopy;
Raman spectroscopy; TEM imaging; rheological analysis.
• Chapter 6 reports the results on the characterization and tests on graphene
(6.1) and MoS2 (6.2) stripes printed above polyamide on polyethylene-
terephthalate (PET) foils, performed with both optical and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) for the surface topography characterization as well as
atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the thickness of the printed
stripes (see Par.6.1.1 and 6.2.1 respectively); Raman spectroscopy was car-
ried out on the printed stripes for graphene (Par.6.1.2) and MoS2 (Par.6.2.2)
to monitor the quality of the printed flakes.
Results of electric measurements performed on graphene stripes are reported
in Par.6.1.3. Mechanical tests were carried out (6.1.4) to evaluate the change
in electric resistance of the printed graphene stripes under traction and
protracted strain. Photoconductivity measurements (6.1.5) were then per-
formed as well, to evaluate the spectral responsivity (SR) and the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) of the printed stripes.
Chapter 1
Graphene: Carbon in
”Flatland”
1.1 Physical and Chemical Structure
In order to understand the exceptional physical properties of graphene, it is useful
to start with the analysis of its constitutive element, carbon (Z=6), which is the
basis of organic chemistry and fundamental component of all living systems.
The electronic configuration of a carbon atom is 1s22s22p2: 1s-orbital electrons
are chemically inert, giving no contribution to chemical bonds; on the other hand,
the remaining 4 ”valence electrons” occupy the almost degenerate 2s and 2p or-
bitals, causing hybridization, namely the phenomenon through which the elec-
tronic wavefunctions ”mix up” with each other.
When an electron from 2s orbital mixes with n electrons from 2p orbital, ”spn”
hybridization occurs (see Fig.1.1). The possibility to present different kinds of
hybridization is the reason behind the existence of carbon in several allotropes
showing different physical and chemical properties:
Figure 1.1: Different chemical bonds that carbon can make due to different hy-
bridization of electronic wavefunctions (respectively sp, sp2 and sp3) [5].
• sp hybridization: the hybrid orbital gives origin to a strong covalent bond
between two identical atoms (bond length 1.37 A˚, binding energy 4.5 eV);
this is the base of a linear chain of identical bonds. Carbyne, theoretically
the hardest existing material, arises from this configuration [51,52];
• sp2 hybridization: the 2s orbital mixes with two of the available 2p orbitals
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(which we will conventionally call 2px and 2py). Each atom makes 3 planar
bonds at 120o with respect to each other (bond length 1.46 A˚, binding energy
4 eV) [51,52], in a honeycomb lattice (Fig. 1.2): these in-plane covalent sp2
bonds between adjacent carbon atoms are regarded among the strongest in
nature [4].
Within this configuration, 2pz orbitals make a delocalized bond above and
below the XY-plane structure. Graphite arises from this configuration,
where millions of these 2-dimensional carbon sheets are weakly ”sticked”
together by Van der Waals interplanar bonds [2] (bonding energy ' 50 meV,
interplanar distance of h '3.35 A˚ ).
Each of these 2D sheets is called ”graphene” [7]: the name comes from the
root ”graph− ” of ”graphite” and from the suffix ”− ene” of polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons. Being one of the core materials treated in this thesis,
it will be discussed deeply in the next chapters;
• sp3 hybridization: the 4 orbitals are arranged in a tetrahedrical disposition:
such hybridized carbon atom can hence create a strong chemical bond with
other 4 atoms (bond length 1.54 A˚, binding energy 3.6 eV) [51, 52], giving
rise to 2 compenetrated cubic face-centered lattices: the diamond crystal
originates from this configuration.
Figure 1.2: Graphene honeycomb 2D lattice [6].
The very different properties presented by carbon allotropes are due to the differ-
ent degrees of hybridization.
Just to give an example, in graphite only three valence electrons out of four per
carbon atom are involved in σ bonds due to sp2 hybridization, leaving the fourth
electron free to form the pi bond, the one responsible for the electron to be shared:
this makes graphite conduct electricity. On the other hand, in diamond, due to
sp3 hybridization, all 4 valence electrons per carbon atom are involved in σ bonds,
leading to the formation of a big gap (5.4 eV) and making diamond an electrical
insulator [8].
As previously mentioned, ”graphene is a 2D atomic crystal which consists of
carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice” [1]. Graphene had been known
only theoretically for decades [9], regarded as a merely academic exercise, since
2-dimensional (2D) materials were regarded not to be stable [1, 7, 22,45].
Despite being the last to be discovered, graphene can be seen as the structural and
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constitutive element of the remaining carbon allotropes, each of them showing a
different ”dimensionality” (Fig.1.3) [2, 7, 44]:
• Fullerenes, where carbon atoms are arranged spherically, can be seen as
0-dimensional objects and can be viewed as wrapped graphene introducing
pentagons on the hexagonal lattice in order to create the spherical curvature.
The first fullerene sample was obtained in 1985 by R. Smalley, R. Curl, J.
Heath, S. O’Brien, and H. Kroto (Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1996);
• Nanotubes are the ”1-dimensional member” in the carbon allotropes family:
only made up of carbon hexagons, they can be viewed as rolled-up cylinders
of graphene along a given direction;
• Graphite has been used in pencils since 16th century; as a 3-dimensional
crystal, it can be viewed as a stack of graphene layers coupled by weak Van
der Waals bonds. As a consequence, when we press a pencil against paper
in order to write, we are just destroying these weak inter-planar bonds,
separating stacks of graphene layers [1].
The lack of technologies and practical recipes to isolate and then characterize
such material was the main reason why it took so much time to realize the
potentiality of something that had actually been under our nose for centuries
and that had also been predicted as well [1, 9].
As well as presenting, among carbon allotropes, the highest ratio of edge
atoms with respect to the basal ones, graphene is the only form in which
every atom is available for chemical reaction from both sides [53]: chemical
reactivity thus significantly increases reducing the number of layers from
hundreds to finally reaching the single layer limit, since the bulk structures
hardly take part to chemical reactions.
Figure 1.3: Carbon allotropes, as they could be obtained by a single layer of
graphene, and their related ”dimensionality” [7].
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Fig.1.4 shows some features of the hexagonal honeycomb structure of graphene:
the interatomic distance between two adiacent carbon atoms is d = 1,42 A˚. The
center-to-center distance of two adiacent benzene-like hexagons is 2,46 A˚. This
honeycomb lattice can be seen as a hexagonal Bravais lattice with two carbon
atoms in its (rhomboidal) basis (Fig.1.3) or, equivalently, as two compenetrated
equivalent carbon triangular sublattices A and B [1,8].
Figure 1.4: Primitive translation (t1 and t2) and basis vectors (d1 and d2) (left) [8].
The two triangular sublattices A and B (right) [9].
A single layer of graphene can be described with a tight − binding model [15]:
bonding and antibonding σ bands, originating from s, px or py orbitals, can be
neglected in calculations due to the big energy separation (more than 10 eV in the
Γ point of Brillouin zone). Moreover, sigma bands are even under reflection in
the graphene plane and do not mix with pi bands raising from pz orbitals, which
on the other hand are odd under reflection in the graphene plane. Consequently,
the so called pi− band approximation, taking into account first-nearest-neighbour
interactions, gives origin to two bands: valence band (VB) pi (bonding molecular
orbital) and conduction band (CB) pi∗ (antibonding molecular orbital). As a
consequence, as shown in Fig.1.5, while the three sp2 orbitals are responsible
for the strong bonds in the XY planar structure, pz orbitals are responsible for
out-of-plane bonds between graphene stacks to form graphite [1, 54].
Figure 1.5: σ and pi bands, respectively originating from planar (sp2) and out-of-
plane (pz) orbitals [10].
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These latter energy bands produce a system of low-energy quasiparticles that
can be formally described, for simmetry reasons, by the Dirac-like Hamiltonian
[2, 7, 46,54]:
H = hvFσ • k (1.1)
where k is the quasiparticle momentum, σ is the Pauli matrix for a 2D system
and vF is the wavelength independent Fermi velocity, playing within this model
the role of the speed of light. The electronic energy spectrum is described by the
following dispersion relation [15]:
E±(kx, ky) = ±γ0
√
1 + 4cos(
√
3kxa
2
)cos(
kya
2
) + 4cos2(
√
3kya
2
) (1.2)
where a=
√
3 a0 (a0= 1.42 A˚ being the carbon–carbon distance) and γ0 ' 3 eV
the transfer integral between pi orbitals of two first-neighbour atoms.
Each carbon atom contribution to bonds is given by the s, px and py orbitals
that form the σ-bands; a single electron is provided from each pz orbital of the
two carbon atoms to make the pi-bands, so the valence band (VB) is full and the
conduction band (CB) is empty; they are symmetrical with respect to the Fermi
energy EF , conventionally taken as zero reference for energies: hence VB states
(resp. CB states) have negative (resp. positive) energy values.
As shown in Fig.1.6 and 1.7, there are 6 special points called charge neutrality
points (CNP), corresponding to the six vertices of the hexagon in the Brillouin
zone, where the maximum of the VB equals the minimum of the CB: hence there
is no energy gap, and the two bands touch. This is the reason why graphene is
usually referred to as a zero− gap semiconductor [1, 2, 7, 46].
Figure 1.6: Energy bands, with a zoom, showing the absence of gap and the
linearity of energy dispersion in proximity of Dirac points [2].
These six points are related to each other and some of them can be obtained from
the others with an appropriate translation of reciprocal lattice vectors: thus, for
simplicity, it is possible to treat only two of them, K+ and K−. In proximity of
these points, called the Dirac points, the energy dispersion is linear in wavevector
k, hence the energy bands have a conical shape, as shown in the zoom in Fig.1.6,
for | E |< 1eV [2, 15]:
E = ±hvF | k | (1.3)
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Figure 1.7: Brillouin zone and Dirac points [11].
where, as previously mentioned, the sign is positive/negative for conduction/valence
band, h is Plank’s constant and vF ' 106m/s is the Fermi’s velocity for this sys-
tem. This linear dispersion relation is, however, no longer valid at higher energies,
far from Dirac points.
The following relations for the velocity and the electron effective mass due to the
interaction with the crystalline lattice can be used [8]:
v(k) =
1
h
dE(k)
dk
(1.4)
1
m
=
1
h2
d2E(k)
dk2
(1.5)
From the linear dispersion relation given in (3), the velocity does not depend on
wavevector and the electron mass vanishes.
As a matter of fact, given the 2D nature of the problem, the system is described by
2D Dirac’s equation, rather than traditional Schroedinger’s equation [7, 53]. The
main consequence is that electrons from pz orbitals, with an energy spectrum lin-
early dependent on momentum p, behave as relativistic massless quasi−particles,
also called Dirac particles. They behave as if they were electrons that have lost
their rest mass or as neutrinos that have acquired the electron charge: this is all
due to interaction with the periodic array of the carbon honeycomb lattice [2,12].
This deep analogy was the starting point for the research of typical quantum
electrodynamics (QED) phenomena at low energies characteristic of semiconduc-
tors. Now, being vF 'c/300, the fine structure constant, which gives a measure
of the coupling between light and relativistic particles, is thus much higher for
graphene than its analogue in QED [9,13,47]:
2.2 ' αGRAPH = e
2
hvF
 e
2
hc
= α ' 1
137
(1.6)
Consequently, graphene represents a great opportunity to finally observe physical
phenomena often only theoretically predicted.
To fully describe the electronic states near the bands intersection, spinors (namely
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wavefunctions with two components) are commonly used [45, 53]: the main rea-
son is that these states are a combination of states from the two different carbon
sublattices (labeled with A and B), hence contributing to the formation of quasi-
particles in a different way. This is analogue to the spin formalism and is thus
referred to as pseudospin formalism; in Eq.1.1 σ refers to the pseudospin, while
the real electronic spin should be taken into consideration with additional terms in
the Hamiltonian describing the system. However, given the much higher value of
αGRAPH , pseudospin effects are expected to be dominant on real spin effects [7,9].
Another quantity introduced due to the analogy with QED treatment is chirality,
formally defined as the projection of σ on the direction of motion (given by k);
chirality is positive for electrons, negative for holes. Its meaning, in our system, is
the deep connection between electrons with momentum k and holes with momen-
tum −k, as coming from the same carbon sublattice [7, 9].
Many electronic processes can be explained with the conservation of these two
quantities.
Among the important phenomena observed:
• Klein paradox, predicted in 1929 by physicist Oskar Klein, occurs for elec-
trons obeying time-independent Dirac equation:
(σx • p+ V )ψ = E0ψ (1.7)
where σx is Pauli matrix and V is a null potential barrier for negative x
and equal to the constant V0 for positive x.
A scattering electron is predicted to be always transmitted when tunneling
a potential barrier of heigth V0 > m0c2: this result, showing no reflection
and implying a complete barrier transparency, is completely different from
the exponential damping of the electronic wavefunction expected from non-
relativistic quantum mechanical treatment. As far as graphene is concerned,
the Klein paradox was predicted in 2006 and finally observed in 2008 [1,2,45].
• Zitterbewegung, a German word meaning ”jittery motion”, is another phe-
nomenon, occurring for elementary particles (such as electrons) obeying
Dirac’s equation. It was predicted in 1930 by Schro¨dinger himself as the
result of his analysis of the wave packet behavior.
Due to the Heisenberg exclusion principle, confinement of such particles
causes an uncertainty in momentum. Dealing with a Dirac relativistic mass-
less particle of energy E = pc, an uncertainty in momentum is an uncer-
tainty in energy. The main consequence is an interference between states
with positive and negative energy, a ”trembling motion” of the wavefunc-
tion. Time evolution of ultrarelativistic particles thus shows a fluctuation
between particle-like and hole-like states: this is a completely unexpected re-
sult for non-relativistic treatment, where p−r and E−t uncertainty relations
are independent. It was observed in graphene in 2006 [2].
It is worth reminding that this peculiar behaviour, namely a gapless spectrum with
linear dispersion relation, is a direct consequence of the hexagonal symmetry in
the graphene lattice, showing two identical carbon atoms per unit cell [8, 46]. As
a matter of fact, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) has the same crystal structure
as graphene, but with two different atoms (B and N) in the unit cell basis: as a
consequence, since the symmetry previously mentioned between the two sublattices
is broken, a large energy gap is opened, making h-BN an insulator [1, 22].
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1.1.1 Graphene Properties
Electronic Properties
For a charge carrier moving through an electric field, mobility µ is inversely pro-
portional to the carrier effective mass m∗ [55]:
µ =
q
m∗
τ (1.8)
where q is the charge of the carrier and τ is the average scattering time.
Consequently, extremely high values of mobility are expected for electrons in
graphene, given their behaviour as massless Dirac fermions, hence free to move
with low interaction with the lattice [53]. As a matter of fact, experimental re-
sults at room temperature have shown mobility values around 15,000-20,000 cm2
V −1 s−1 [46], hence much higher compared with silicon, usually lower than 1,000
cm2 V −1 s−1 [4].
Being these values of mobility nearly temperature-independent in the temperature
range 10 K-100 K, the main cause of scattering mechanism is defect scattering [46].
For graphene on SiO2, besides, mobility can reach values up to 40,000 cm
2 V −1
s−1, only limited by scattering from optical phonons of the substrate rather than
scattering from graphene’s own phonons [46,56].
Compared to silicon, carrier mobility in graphene weakly depends on their con-
centration or on doping level. These feature makes graphene an excellent material
to develop fast devices having to support high currents or dissipate high values of
power.
What is more, the results presented refer to graphene on a substrate; managing
to operate without a substrate, dealing with graphene directly suspended between
electrodes, mobility rises up to values near the theoretical limit of 200,000 cm2
V −1 s−1 at room temperature, enabling, in principle, fabrication of all-ballistic
devices [4, 46,57].
For a single layer of graphene, resistivity is expected to be ρ ' 10−6Ω cm, less
than the corresponding value for silver (1.6 ρ ' 1.6 10−6 Ω cm), which used to
represent the lowest value known at room temperature. These features enable
to obtain, potentially, current densities up to J ' 108 A/cm2, six orders higher
than those flowing in silver, making graphene one of the most interesting electrical
conductors in nature [4].
However, experimental results are usually far from these theoretical limits due to
defects in the lattice structure or chemical contamination due to synthesis pro-
cesses [58].
An interesting feature for technological applications concerning electron trans-
port is the so called ambipolar electric field effect, namely the possibility of
charge motion due to either electrons or holes, changing the applied electric field
[7, 44, 57, 59, 60]. Due to the absence of energy gap beteween the two bands, a
simple change in the sign of the applied gate voltage VG shifts the position of the
Fermi energy level, as shown in Fig.1.8 hence a positive/negative VG enables elec-
trons/holes as carriers in the conduction/valence band (EF ≷ 0). As can be seen,
the resistivity ρ rapidly decreases with increasing carrier concentration, confirming
the predicted high values of charge mobility.
Applying a magnetic field B perpendicularly to the plane of the graphene layer,
it is possible to gain information, via the Hall coefficient RH , about the sign of
charge carriers [59]. Fig.1.9 shows a plot of 1RH = ne as a function of the applied
voltage [12]:
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Figure 1.8: Ambipolar electric field effect in graphene: resistivity as a function
of either applied voltage [7] or carrier concentration [1].
• the relation is linear far from the neutrality zone, with respectively pos-
itive/negative values for negative/positive applied voltage, confirming the
different role played by holes/electrons in the different transport regimes;
• near the neutrality region VG = 0, where the transition between the two
different species of carriers occurs, 1RH tends to diverge to infinity, showing
a rapid shift in sign from +∞ to −∞ .
Figure 1.9: Sign shift around the region VG = 0 of the Hall coefficient RH , as a
function of applied voltage [12].
From an experimental point of view, these properties were measured on graphene
layers on silica supported by a silicon substrate. The conductivity σ from carriers
e and h with mobility µe and µh and concentration respectively ne and nh is [8]:
σ =
1
ρ
= e(neµe + nhµh) (1.9)
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The conductivity, measured through electrical contacts as a function of the gate
voltage VG applied between silicon substrate and contacts, is plotted in Fig.1.10
[46]:
• a linear relation is observed far from the region of charge neutrality [12];
• the conductivity reaches its minimum for VG = 0; however, rather couterin-
tuitively, this minimum value of zero− field σ conductivity does not vanish
for vanishing carrier concentration n, but shows a well defined value (not
depending on temperature within the range 4K-100K) of 4e2/h, integer mul-
tiple of the quantum of conductance e2/h, expressed in terms of fundamen-
tal constants [7]. Fig.1.11 reports measured values of σmin for many SLG
samples as a function of carrier mobility µ, showing a strong clustering of
experimental results around the constant value of 4e2/h; inhomogeneity of
the samples is responsible for deviations, which can however be reduced via
annealing processes [12].
Another interesting fact is that a lot of theories predict a value pi time smaller
for σmin = 4e
2/hpi, a problem nowadays regarded as ”the mystery of a miss-
ing pie” [7].
Figure 1.10: Conductivity of graphene on silica, over a silicon substrate, as a
function of applied voltage [12].
Figure 1.11: Minimum conductivity of graphene at the neutrality point: the value
does not depend on carrier mobility, giving the constant value of 4e
2
h [7].
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Dealing with a 2D electronic system, since the very first discovery of graphene
researchers were interested in observing the Quantum Hall Effect (QHE) [2, 7,
9,12,44,46,58]: under very low temperatures and very strong magnetic fields, the
diagonal element ρx of the Hall magnetoresistivity is expected to vanish, while the
off-diagonal element ρxy is expected to be quantized in terms of
h
e2 = 25812.806Ω,
giving the opportunity to measure directly these universal constants with an error
less than one part per million [8].
For single-layer graphene, the expression of the Hall conductivity is [7]:
σMONOxy = ±
4e2
h
(N +
1
2
) (1.10)
where the factor 4 is due to a double degeneracy in both spin and valley (there are
two possible spin stases and two Dirac cones taking part to the phenomenon) and
the index N labels Landau levels; the expression above shows the same sequency
of flat plateaux expected in 2D system, namely ± 4e2h N), with an additional shift of
1
2 , and for this reason graphene is regarded as a system showing a Half − Integer
Quantum Hall Effect (HIQHE), rather than the standard Integer Quantum
Hall Effect (IQHE) [61] (Fig.1.12). The interesting thing is that for graphene,
due to the massless relativistic nature of electrons, this phenomenon is observed
even at room temperature [62].
Figure 1.12: Half − Integer Quantum Hall Effect observed in SLG [1].
This ”anomalous” sequence can be explained taking into account the peculiar
sequence of Landau levels (labeled by index N) for graphene in a magnetic field
B [7].
The quantization expected in 2D systems in non-relativistic approximation is:
EN = hωC(N +
1
2
) (1.11)
where ωc =
eB
mc is the cyclotron frequency, and the energy states are the ones of a
harmonic oscillator.
On the other hand, massless Dirac fermions energy states in SLG are QED-like
quantized as follows (Fig.1.13):
EN = ±vF
√
2ehB(N +
1
2
± 1
2
) (1.12)
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where ± is for electron-like/hole-like states: the ± 12 term regards the chirality of
the quasiparticles and ensures that the quantized level at E=0 is shared by both
an electron-like and a hole-like state, each showing half-degeneracy compared to
the other Landau levels.
Figure 1.13: The sequence of Landau levels for massless Dirac fermions in SLG:
EN ∝
√
N [7].
Bilayer graphene shows a different QHE [7]: the sequence of plateaux is standard,
hence given by:
σBILxy = ±
4e2
h
N (1.13)
However, the absence of the plateaux at N=0 (Fig.1.14) shows that bilayer graphene
is metallic at the neutrality point. The reason is that, as explained in the paragrah
regarding the optical properties of graphene, BLG shows a parabolic energy profile
giving rise to quasiparticles with a finite mass m ' 0.05 m0; the quantization of
Landau levels of such ”massive Dirac fermions” (Fig.1.15) is given by:
EN = ±hω
√
N(N − 1) (1.14)
hence showing, at E=0, two degenerate levels (N=0 and N=1). This additional
degeneration is responsible for the missing plateaux at N=0. However, as shown
in Fig.1.15, the standard behaviour can be recovered via an electric field effect.
Chemical doping breaks the symmetry between the two layers by shifting EF :
consequently, the degeneracy of the two Landau levels at E=0 is broken and a gap
(tunable via gate voltage VG) is opened, and the big step previously shown is split
into two steps identical to the others.
Figure 1.14: Anomalous QHE in BLG: the missing N=0 plateaux in undoped BLG
is recovered via chemical doping [7].
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Figure 1.15: The sequence of Landau levels for massive Dirac fermions in BLG:
EN ∝
√
N(N − 1) for undoped BLG. The standard sequence EN ∝ N + 12 is
recovered if an energy gap is opened with chemical doping [7].
Optical Properties
Since it was firstly isolated in 2004, experiments on graphene showed an appealing
result: despite being only a 1-atom thick layer, it absorbs light and is therefore
visible with naked eye [9, 14].
What is more, for a single layer of graphene Trasmission T , Absorption A and
Reflection coefficient R can be expressed, in the approximation of thin film, as
a function of the fine structure constant α = e
2
hc ' 1137 , a feature that makes
graphene also a perfect system to directly measure such fundamental constant [13]:
T = (1 +
piα
2
)−2 ' 1− piα (1.15)
R ' 0.25pi2α2 (1.16)
A = piα ' 2.3% (1.17)
A high value of T makes graphene an excellent candidate for many optoelectronic
applications, such as both conductive and almost transparent electrode [4,15,63].
However, the absorption coefficient is high enough to make graphene visible with
the naked eye, and experimental results confirm the given values [1,4,7]. Fig.1.16
shows a 50 µm diameter aperture partially covered with a single layer graphene
(SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG): the intensity of transmitted light decreases of
2.3% for each layer.
As shown in Fig.1.17, experimental results fit the theoretical predictions: the
fraction of absorbed light for BLG is twice the one for SLG (4.6%).
The expression for the transmission coefficient of N layers of graphene is (Fig.1.18):
T = 1−Npiα (1.18)
This expression is however valid for a number of layers N≤5 and it states that,
from an optical point of view, few layer graphene (FLG) of up to 5 layers can be
seen as superposition of independent and non-interacting SLG. This result is no
longer valid for higher number of layers [13].
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Figure 1.16: Decrease of light transmittance through an aperture partially covered
by SLG and BLG [13].
Figure 1.17: Comparison of expected and experimental transmittance in SLG and
BLG [13].
Figure 1.18: Transmittance as a function of the number of layers, showning a
regular decrease of 2.3% in transmittance for each layer of graphene [13].
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As plotted in Fig.1.17, A, R and T are wavelength-independent on a wide range,
from UV to IR [21]. Moreover, absorption becomes saturated when the intensity of
the optical input is higher than a threshold value, called the saturation fluence.
Fig.1.19 shows the main processes responsible for this nonlinear optical behavior,
called saturable absorption [13–15,44]:
Figure 1.19: Saturable absorption for intrinsic graphene [14].
• for intrinsic graphene, the Fermi Energy level EF lies exactly where the va-
lence and conduction bands touch; since each electron can be excited from
the VB to an empty state of the CB, every excitation creates a electron-hole
pair, as long as the energy band dispersion remains linear for the correspond-
ing light excitation (from 400 to 800 nm ultrafast pulses);
• electrons then reach thermal equilibrium via carrier-carrier intraband colli-
sions, whose effect is a fast phonon emission (timescale of the order of 100-500
fs);
• the following process is an electron-hole interband relaxation and the cooling-
down of hot phonons; this process is much slower (ps timescale) and restores
carrier population equilibrium, described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution with
temperature Te such that hν = KBTe. This description is valid as long
as relaxation processes are shorter than the duration of the optical pulses;
moreover, provided that both intraband and interband carrier-carrier relax-
ation and graphene phonon cooling are efficient, energy transfer from car-
riers to lattice modes via phonons represents the main bottleneck of this
phenomenon.
• It is Pauli’s Principle that locks absorption due to other optical pulses, hence
determining the saturation previously mentioned and the transparency of
graphene for other impinging photons of energy hν = KBTe.
• It is worth noting that for p − doped or n − doped graphene, Fermi energy
level EF ≶ 0, lying in the valence or conduction band respectively. This
sets a lower limit of hν 6 2 | EF | to the energy of the optical excitations
that can be absorbed, as photons with lower energy would either promote an
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electron to an already filled state of the conduction band or find an empty
state in the valence band.
Optical and electric properties significantly change from SLG to BLG. The main
reason is to be sought in the way the two graphene layers lie with respect to each
other if stacked along the z-axis, as shown in Fig.1.20. As a matter of fact, the
arrangement mostly found in nature is the so called Bernal stacking or A − B
stacking, where two consecutive layers are rotated by 2pi6 : consequently, half of
the carbon atoms in a layer do not have a neighbour in the consecutive layer, be-
ing projected indeed into the centre of the hexagon, rather than over an identical
atom [1,8].
Figure 1.20: Bernal stacking, or A−B stacking in bilayer graphene [1].
High-energy subbands, weakly contributing to electronic transport, originate from
the hopping integral γ1 ∼ 300 meV between the interacting layers. More inter-
esting are the parabolic low-energy bands originating from non-interacting atoms,
as shown in Fig.1.21, crossing at E=0 like in SLG. New quasiparticles, massive
chiral fermions, hence originate. This is the physical reason of the unusual QHE,
as previously mentioned in Par.1.2.1 [1].
Figure 1.21: Energy bands profile in BLG, in the proximity of the K points [1].
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Bilayer graphene enables discrimination betweens layers, and consequently be-
tween sublattices, as gate voltages or chemical doping can be applied only on one
side of a BLG structure [1]: consequently, inversion simmetry can be broken and,
as shown in Fig.1.21, a gap up to 0.5 eV is opended in the energy spectrum as a
result. The interesting feature is that, being the gap directly proportional to the
gating voltage, BLG is one of the few materials whose band gap can be directly
controlled by the electric field applied [1].
This physical structure is the basis of such unique behaviours; the huge po-
tential of graphene in photonics and optoelectronics is causing increasing inter-
est [4,15,63,64], especially comparing graphene to other materials that have been
used so far.
Fig.1.22 shows transmittance of graphene and other commonly used transparent
and conductive materials, in a wavelength range from UV to IR. The key features
emerging from this plot are the following:
Figure 1.22: Comparison of transmittance from 200 nm to 800 nm for graphene
and other transparent and conductive materials used so far [15].
• firstly, graphene shows higher values of transmittance at all wavelengths;
another evident advantage is the wavelength independence of its transmit-
tance, due to the linear enegy dispersion previously presented, with respect
to other materials.
Among the proposed materials, ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) is definitely the
most significantly and widely used as a conductive electrode in touch screen
applications, due to its excellent conductivity and transparency parameters.
However, ITO presents a significant decrease in transmittance at wavelengths
shorter than 400 nm;
• moreover, indium is an extremely rare element in nature, production costs
are expected to increase significantly in the near future. For this reason
graphene, which is made of ”cheap” carbon, naturally appears as an excellent
candidate to substitute ITO in all these applications [4, 63];
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• another important factor to be taken into account is the mechanical fragility
and rigidity of ITO, while graphene is much more resistant to mechanical
stresses and collisions, therefore suitable to be developed as the basis of
flexible electronic devices [4, 20, 41, 48, 49]. Mechanical properties will be
further analyzed in Par. 1.2.4.
Thermal Properties
The structure of SLG presents a unit cell with N=2 carbon atoms [8]; conse-
quently, in addition to the expected 3 acoustic modes (A), the phonon dispersion
comprises 3 optical (O) phonon modes (Fig.1.23). These modes are classified with
respect to the mutual direction of the wave propagation direction and the atomic
vibration of two nearest C-C: the longitudinal (L) or the transverse (T) modes
correspond to atomic displacement respectively parallel with (compressive waves)
or perpendicular to (shear waves) the wave propagation direction.
However, being graphene a 2D crystal, it also allows ”out of plane” oscillations,
classified as flexural phonons (Z) [16].
Figure 1.23: Dispersion of the 6 phonon modes in graphene [16].
Optical modes reveal the expected flat profile; at low momenta q, the longitudi-
nal acoustic (LA) and the transversal acoustic (TA) modes show linear dispersion,
while the flexural acoustic (ZA) phonon mode profile is quadratic near the center of
the Brillouin zone. Group velocities for the TA and the LA modes were calculated
from the slope of the phonon dispersion curve: the values obtained (vTA ' 13.6
km/s and vLA ' 21.3 km/s) are 4-6 times higher than for silicon or germanium,
mainly due to the strength of the in-plane sp2 bonds and to the lower mass of
carbon.
The thermal conductivity is measured exploiting Raman spectroscopy on a graphene
layer suspended among trenches in SiO2 [17], as shown in Fig.1.24 the sample is
heated by laser excitation and the Raman shift of the G peak, used as a ”ther-
mometer”, gives a measure of the rise in temperature. The temperature of the
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silicon oxide can be controlled by tuning the input power, and thermal conduc-
tivity of the graphene sample can thus be obtained. Note that the suspension of
graphene is necessary to reduce any coupling with the substrate [17,65].
Figure 1.24: Raman spectroscopy system for thermal conductivity measurements
on suspended graphene (left); Raman shift of the G peak as a function of the
power of the laser excitation (right) [17].
Early measurements for in-plane thermal conductivity on suspended graphene at
room temperature reported extremely high values of k ' 5, 300 WK−1m−1, espe-
cially if compared to graphite (k ' 2, 000 WK−1m−1) and diamond (k ' 2, 200
WK−1m−1). However, these values may have been easily overestimated, and fur-
ther measurements have set the thermal conductivity of free-standing graphene
within the range k ' 2, 000 − 4, 000 WK−1m−1, nevertheless making freely sus-
pended graphene among the materials with the highest ktherm in nature, still
higher than in metals such as silver (430 WK−1m−1) or copper (380 WK−1m−1)
[16,17,53,65].
Figure 1.25: Thermal conductivity at room temperature of different kinds of
graphene samples and other carbon allotropes [16].
On the other hand, the presence of weak Van der Waals bonds strongly limits
the heat flow along the cross-plane direction. As a matter of fact, graphite shows
a significantly lower out-of-plane thermal conductivity along the c-axis at room
temperature (k ' 6 WK−1m−1) [16].
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Many factors contribute to affect thermal conductivity of graphene samples
[16]:
• dealing with lattice oscillations, the isotopic composition of graphene has a
significant contribution: upper ends of the values plotted in Fig.1.25 are due
to isotopically pure 12C graphene, showing significantly higher conductivity
than samples with natural (1.1%) or enhanced (50%) abundance of 13C;
• the size of the flake: samples with larger grains present higher values, while
those with smaller grain sizes are more affected by edge effects;
• thermal conductivity decreases with the addition of layers approaching the
bulk graphite limit;
• the reported high values dramatically decrease if an isolated (suspended)
graphene layer is confined into graphene nanoribbons (GRNs) or supported
by a substrate. For examples, thermal conductivity drops to k ' 600
WK−1m−1 if graphene is supported by a SiO2 oxide. The reason is that,
being extremely thin, graphene sheets will also be easily affected by the cou-
pling of genuine graphene phonons with substrate vibrational modes. Among
graphene phonon branches, the flexural ZA mode is the most sensitive to such
perturbations;
• a certain amount of disorder and contaminations from production processes
(such as polymeric residuals) further contribute to phonon scattering, giving
even lower values.
Mechanical Properties
As previously mentioned, sp2 chemical bonds between carbon atoms, responsible
for the planar structure of graphene, are among the strongest in nature (about 5.9
eV) [4]. For this reason an atomic sheet of graphene is so incredibly mechanically
resistent, especially considering how easily interplanar pi-bonds can be broken when
3D graphite is exfoliated.
This is also the reason why graphene has been regarded, from the very beginning,
as the strongest material ever tested [66]. At the Nobel Prize announcement,
the idea of its robustness was conveyed with the following example: a graphene
hammock with an area of 1m2 could support a cat weighing 4 Kg, despite weighing
itself as much as one of the cat’s whiskers (0.77 mg) [18].
Figure 1.26: An example of the mechanical robustness of graphene: a hammock
weighing less than 1 mg could in theory support a cat of 4 kilos [18].
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The example given is obviously only a theoretical simulation: the production
of such large-area graphene is impossible and, moreover, mechanical resistance is
affected by edge effects. Despite these practical limitations, mechanical features
shown by graphene are nevertheless incredible.
Elastic properties of graphene can be measured with the use of Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM); as shown in Fig.1.27 once a graphene membrane is suspended
over SiO2 cavities, a known amount of stress is applied with the AFM tip. From
the deflection of the tip corresponding to different mechanical stress applied, the
effective spring constant k is extracted. For suspended 2-8 nm thick sheets, values
of k ' 1− 5 N/m have been reported [67–69].
Figure 1.27: AFM system used for elastic measurements of suspended graphene:
a stress is applied to the AFM tip and the resulting deformation is measured [19].
Graphene is also reported to show non linear elastic response [67,68]; this behavior
is described by the following equation:
σ = Es+Ds2 (1.19)
where:
• σ is the stress applied;
• s is the strain obtained;
• E is the so called Y oung modulus;
• D is the third-order elastic stiffness;
Extremely high measured values E ' 1.0 TPa and D '-0.2 TPa are a fingerprint
of the strong interatomic forces within the crystal [53,67].
Another interesting feature shown is the highest value ever measured for the crit-
ical stress [67] (equal to the intrinsic strength) σint=130 GPa at which brittle
fractures occur, making graphene an excellent candidate for NEMS (Nano-electromechanical
Systems), devices that are resonant to applied external forces and can be therefore
exploited to develop innovative chemical and pressure sensors [19].
What is more relevant, graphene also shows high bendability and stretchability
values. These features are particularly desirable, especially comparing graphene
with other materials used so far. Fig.1.28 reports the different response for PET-
graphene and PET-ITO substrates in terms of conductance after bending as a
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function of the bending angle: graphene completely recovers its properties, while
ITO is rigid and frail and its conductance dramatically drops after the original
configuration is recovered [20].
To sum up, graphene is both conductive and flexible: a great effort is hence put
nowadays in order to exploit these extraordinary features and develop flexible
graphene-based (opto)electronics and photonics [4, 49].
Figure 1.28: Conductance as a function of bending angle for graphene (left) and
ITO (right) [20].
1.2 Other Two-dimensional Materials
The isolation of graphene in 2004 proved for the first time the existence of a 2D
atomic crystal, previosulsy treated as a merely academic exercise and not regarded
as being stable [1, 7, 9, 22, 45]. There are several layered materials (LMs), whose
bulk properties were studied already in the sixties, which retain their stability
down to monolayers [4]: this class of materials was defined by K. Novoselov him-
self as ”Flatland”, reminding the utopistic and satyrical novel by E. A. Abbott
(1884) [9].
These 2D materials are raising more and more interest, since they show signifi-
cantly different properties from bulk 3D objects [9, 70]. According to Quantum
Mechanics, the subtraction of one dimensionality due to spatial confinement has
dramatic consequence in several physical phenomena (from random walk to phase
equilibrium and transitions) [71]. Many of these unexpected results are due to
the so called logarithmic divergence in the density of states in 2 dimensional sys-
tems [1].
Examples of 2D materials, besides graphene, are [4, 21,22,71]:
• hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) has the same crystal structure as graphene,
with a basis made of two different atoms (boron and nitrogen) instead of two
identical carbon atoms; this feature is however sufficient to open a band-gap,
making this material an insulator, whereas graphene is a zero-gap semicon-
ductor [22];
• transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), such as MoS2, MoSe2, WS2,
WSe2;
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• Topological Insulators such as Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3 and Sb2Te3;
• transition metal oxides (TMOs) (LaV O3, LaMnO3); transition metal
trichalcogenides (TMTs) (NbSe3, TaSe3); transition metal chalcogenide
phosphides (TMCPs) (MnP4, Li7MnP4)
Figure 1.29: Microscope images of selected 2D crystals on top of an oxidized Si
wafer and the corresponding crystal structure: hexagonal boron nitride BN (left);
niobate diselenide NbSe2 (centre); molybdenum disulphide MoS2 (right) [1].
Materials listed above show the most different properties [22, 72]: some of them
are mechanically resistant while others are soft and fragile; some are chemically
reactive while others are inert. Just to give an example, Fig.1.30 shows a zero-
gap semiconductor (graphene), a semiconductor (MoS2) and a topological insultor
(Bi2Te3), namely presenting insulating bulk state and gapless Dirac-type surface
states.
Figure 1.30: Comparison of the crystal structures and energy band profiles in
graphene (a), MoS2 (b) and Bi2Te3 (c), the last showing both bulk (shaded area)
and edge (dashed lines) states [21].
Some restrictions may be necessary as far as the synthesis of such 2D crystals
is concerned: high temperature are often required and nevertheless only low-size
samples are stable in flat form; moreover, bending and folding to the precursor bulk
structure may occur. In order to overcome such drawbacks, two main approaches
can be adopted [1, 4, 21]:
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• a possible method is the synthesis starting from related 3D precursors via
subsequent exfoliation of the 2D components (the so called top − down
approach). As a matter of fact, the fluctuations that make the reduced-
dimension sample unstable tend to diverge at high temperatures but can be
suppressed thanks to the interaction with the bulk matrix [9], hence enabling
the extraction at low temperatures. I will talk more in details about this
approach in Par. 2.3 about Liquid Phase Exfoliation (LPE) of graphite
to obtain graphene-based inks, since it is the technique I used for my work:
however, the same recipe is valid for other 2D-materials based inks [72]
(Fig.1.31).
Figure 1.31: 2D-material-based inks obtained with LPE: tungsten diselelnide
(WSe2) (a); hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) (b); graphene (c); tungsten
disulphide (WS2) (d); molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) (e).
What is interesting is that the as-obtained bidimensional layers usually show
significantly different physical properties from their bulk counterparts [22].
As previously mentioned, the finite overlapping of valence and conduction
bands in 3D graphite vanishes if a single layere of graphene is isolated. Be-
sides, bulk-MoS2 shows an indirect band gap of 1.29 eV, while a single layer
has a direct gap of 1.9 eV [21,22].
• another solution is the chemical modification of an already existing 2D-
structure. The obvious advantage is that in a 2D layer all atoms are chemi-
cally reactive and reachable (whereas the bulk rarely takes part to chemical
reactions in 3D objects). Graphene naturally represents an axcellent starting
point for such an approach, given the high reactivity of carbon atoms that
can form up to 4 very strong bonds.
By attaching a hydrogen or a fluorine atom to each of the constituent car-
bon atoms of graphene, graphane and fluorographane are the only ordered
modifications of graphene observed so far (Fig.1.32). They are both large
gap insulators, and a great effort is being put into finding other derivatives
presenting intermediate gaps [1].
These 2D materials are raising great interest since they present, due to their
reduced dimensionality, huge potential for many (opto)-electronic applications
[4, 21,22,26,41,60,63,64,70,73]:
• Stanene and phosphorene (ultrathin films of tin and phosphorus respec-
tively) present interesting and useful properties for potential and innovative
nanodevices, such as a direct gap of 0.9 eV strongly dependent on the to-
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Figure 1.32: Graphane and fluorographane, respectively obtained when a hy-
drogen (red sheres) or a fluorine atom (green spheres) is attached to each carbon
atom in graphene (blue spheres) [1].
tal number of layers and carrier mobility that can be improved with the
engineering of the material;
• silicene and germanene (the equivalent of graphene, where carbon would
be substituted by silicon and germanium respectively) have been massively
studied so far since they are both expected to be, as graphene, zero-gap
semiconductors with linear dispersion of the energy band near Dirac points
[22] (Fig.1.33);
Figure 1.33: Energy dispersion bands for graphene (left), silicene (centre) and
germanene (right), showing the linear gapless behavior at the K points) [22].
• without the inter-layer coupling of electronic states, a single layer of MoS2
gains strong absorption and photoluminescence band, as well as saturable
and two-photon absorption: these non-linear responses make this material
an excellent candidate for photovoltaics, nanophotonics and photodetection;
• chemical reactivity of such materials significantly increases due to reduced
thickness and large surface volume ratios, making them promising candidates
in fields such as catalysis, pressure measurements, gas storage and separation
as well as for devices such as batteries and supercapacitors.
A great effort is being put into the optimization of several important parameters
such as band gaps and carrier mobility, as well as into the full undestanding of
related dielectric, magnetic, mechanical and thermal properties [4, 22,73].
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1.2.1 Molybdenum disulphide MoS2
MoS2 belongs to the family of the so called transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs), namely MX2-type compounds, where M is a transition element from
groups IV, V, and VI of the periodic table and X is a chalcogen species (either S,
Se or Te) [22, 74–76]. The X–M–X unit cells have a hexagonal honeycomb struc-
ture (thus similar to graphene) but M and X are located at alternate corners of
the hexagon (see Fig.1.34) [76]. Due to the different combinations of M and X
available, these compounds show a wide variety of properties and can either be
insulators (such as HfS2), semiconductors (such as MoS2 or WS2), semimetals
(such as WTe2 and TiSe2), true metals (such as NbS2 and V Se2) or even super-
conductors (such as NbSe2 and TaS2) [22, 75]. This wide variety offers a great
chance to enlarge the technological platform opened by graphene.
As already said, the 2D layered structure of MoS2 is similar to graphene: the
3D bulk is formed by 2D individual 0.65 nm thick layers stacked upon each other
and held together by weak Van der Waals forces [74]. As shown in Fig.1.34, a plane
of hexagonally arranged molybdenum atoms is ”sandwiched” between two planes
of hexagonally arranged sulfur atoms; S and Mo atoms are covalently bonded
(bond length 2.4 A˚) in a trigonal prismatic unit cell forming a hexagonal crystal
structure (Fig.1.34), with crystal lattice constant 3.2 A˚ and distance between the
upper and lower sulfur atoms of 3.1 A˚ [74].
Figure 1.34: MoS2: crystal structure (left) [23] and layered structure (right) [24].
The energy band dispersion of bulk MoS2 (shown in Fig.1.35) presents an indirect
band gap E′g ' 1.29 eV; due to the combined effect of inter-layer coupling and
spin-orbit coupling, a splitting in the maxima of the VB arises at the K point,
responsible for the two direct gap transitions A and B, of energy Eg ' 1.9 eV.
However, as shown in Fig.1.36, passing from bulk structure to the 2D monolayer,
the smallest band gap increases to the the direct one at K point, which dominates
the absorption spectrum of monolayer and bilayer MoS2, as shown in Fig.1.37 [74].
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Figure 1.35: Energy band dispersion of bulk MoS2 [25].
Figure 1.36: Band-gap energy as a function of the number of layers, inferred from
the energy of photoluminescence (left) [25]; energy band structure of monolayer
MoS2 (right) [22].
Figure 1.37: Absorption spectrum of monolayer and bilayer MoS2 [25].
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Electrons at the K point have an effective mass of 0.48 me, thus much higher
than the one estimated in graphene (which is 0.012 me). Mobility in MoS2 is af-
fected by carrier scattering processes, mainly with acoustic phonons at T<100 K
and with optical phonons at higher temperatures: for this reason, in single layers,
predicted values of µ are about 2,500 cm2 V −1 s−1 at low temperatures down to
400 cm2 V −1 s−1 at higher temperatures. Charge impurities are alleged to be
the cause for having significantly lower experimental values than the theoretical
ones [74].
An interesting feature is the possibility of engineering the band structure of few-
layer MoS2 [76,77]. For example, the optical properties of MoS2 nanosheets have
been shown to be easily tuned if strain is applied (MoS2 can sustain large strains
before breaking): the so called ”strain engineering” has for example shown a red
shift of the peaks in Raman spectra [37].
Since the scalable synthesis of uniform and high-quality few-layer films has been
reported [78], MoS2 has also been studied as a suitable component for several
devices, such as organic solar cells [79].
Moreover, the possible combination with other 2D materials makesMoS2 a promis-
ing candidate for cutting-edge applications and devices such as heterojunctions
with MoSe2 [80] or WS2 [81], MoS2−WS2 heterostructure transitors [82], trans-
parent FETs on graphene-BN heterostructures [83]. The combination of MoS2,
and in eneral of 2D materials, has shown promising results, given the tunability of
electrical and optical properties [84,85] to obtain Schottky barrier modulation [86]
or ultra-high gain photodetectors [87].
Chapter 2
Production Techniques
For what concerns graphene production techniques (Fig.2.1), two different ap-
proaches are possible [4, 21,26,44,60]:
• in the so called top − down approach graphene is obtained from exfolia-
tion from a previously existing 3D bulk structure: micro − mechanical
cleavage (MC) (Fig.a); anodic bonding (Fig.b); photoexfoliation (Fig.c);
liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) (Fig.d).
• on the other hand, the so called bottom − up approach consists on the syn-
thesis and growth of graphene atom by atom: growth on SiC (Fig.e); pre-
cipitation from metals (Fig.f); chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (Fig.g);
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) (Fig.h); chemical synthesis from benzene
building block (Fig.i).
Compared with other nanomaterials, graphene shows a relevant advantage since
carbon is a very common element and bulk graphite is rather cheap, making re-
spectively bottom − up and top − down techniques cost-effective at least as far
as the starting material is concerned [4]. A great effort is therefore put into the
optimization of production processes, trying to combine cost-effective scale with
desired tailored properties and quality of the final product.
I will give some further details about MC in Par. 2.1.1, for its historical im-
portance and impact, as an example of top − down approach; then I will talk
about CVD in Par. 2.1.2 as an example of bottom − up technique. Liquid phase
exfoliation will be presented in Par. 2.1.3 since it is the technique I used. I had
also the opportunity to experiment ball−milling, about which I will talk in Par.
2.1.4.
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Figure 2.1: Different graphene production techniques, either based on a top−down
(a-d) or bottom− up (e-i) approach [26].
2.1 Micromechanical Cleavage (MC)
This process has a unique historical impact due to the fact that it was the method
used for the first isolation of graphene in 2004.
As previously mentioned in Paragraph 1.1, graphite is a stack of millions of
graphene layers ”sticked” together by weak out-of-plane pi − bonds (around 50
meV). Exfoliation of graphite has been known from crystallographers since the
16th century and it is basically the process that occurs when a pencil is pressed
against a sheet of paper to write [2, 7, 9, 57].
The lack of adequate technology has made it difficult for centuries to isolate and
observe graphene as the constituent building block of graphite [1,9,57]: as a mat-
ter of fact, it is rather difficult to exfoliate even few flakes; moreover, 10-20 flakes
thick graphitic samples still behave, from an optical point of view, as if they were
bulk graphite [32].
The turning point occurred in Manchester in 2004 when, for the first time, A. K.
Geim and K. S. Novoselov isolated SLG with the following simple procedure [1],
shown in Fig.2.2. Adhesive tape is pressed against bulk graphite and used to
cleave the top (hundreds of) layers; this procedure is repeated in order to isolate
less layers each time, till reaching the single layer limit; finally the single layer
of graphene is transferred onto the surface of a substrate, to be visualized and
analyzed.
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Figure 2.2: The so called scotch− tape method: top layers are removed from bulk
graphite using a scotch tape (top); few layers are then transferred and observed
pressing the tape on a substrate (bottom) [1].
Geim and Novoselov exploited elastic light scattering to prove that SLG had
effectively been isolated [1, 4]: contrast spectroscopy of layers on a 300 nm thick
SiO2 was performed and results have shown that SLG is visible with the optical
microscope. Inelastic light scattering can also be performed [32,33,35] to identify
the number of layers that have been isolated (Par. 3.2).
Micromechanical cleavage technique is still nowadays mostly used in fundamental
research, to investigate basic phenomena and effects in prototype devices, as it
provides the best graphene samples in terms of purity, defects and optoelectronic
properties, showing the following features: very large flakes, whose typical size
(of the order of mm) is only limited by the original grains in the starting bulk
structure; extremely high mobilities (104-105 cm2 V −1 s−1 depending on treatment
conditions) [4].
However, MC is obviously not suitable for large-scale production and for this
reason a great effort has been put, since 2004, into finding more suitable techniques.
2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)
Chemical Vapor Deposition is a very general technique used not only for the syn-
thesis of graphene; it takes advantage of chemical reactions of vapor species to
obtain depositions of thin solid films on substrates [4]. A typical CVD furnace is
shown in Fig.2.3 [27]:
• the first component is a gas deliver system, through which reactive gas
species enter the reactor; the gas flow rates are controlled with valves called
mass flow controllers (MFCs), so that gas is uniformly mixed in the desired
stoichiometric proportion before being let into the reactor;
• the main chemical reactions take place in the reactor: as a result, thin solid
films are grown on the substrates. Chemical reactions require rather high
temperatures provided by heaters surrounding the reactor;
• non-reacted gases and reaction by-products are finally removed to avoid con-
tamination; the removal is performend by vacuum pumps.
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Figure 2.3: Components of a typical CVD furnace [27].
Several parameters should be taken into consideration to gain uniformity of the
deposition and process optimization [28]: pressure, temperature, time, control of
the different steps of chemical reactions as well as diffusion of the different species
to and from the substrates (see Fig.2.4).
Figure 2.4: Absorption of reactants and desorption of by-products, with the cre-
ation of a non uniform boundary layer region that slows down diffusion processes
and may affect the deposition uniformity [28].
High energy barriers in chemical reactions have several negative effects [27]: firstly
high temperatures are required to activate such processes; moreover, the resulting
difficulty in controlling the reaction rates makes it more difficult to control the
film quality, which is determined by reaction kinetics.
Consequently catalysts (usually metals) are used to lower these energy barriers.
They are usually placed on the proper substrate, and consequently need to be
removed when the deposited material is transferred.
In the specific case of graphene CVD, catalysts may have finite carbon solubility,
so some dissociated carbon atoms may diffuse into the bulk catalysts during the
growing process at high temperature. An undesired phenomenon would be the
uncontrolled desorption of such carbon atoms during the cooling down: to obtain
a uniform layer of graphene on the substrate, the cooling process should neither
be too slow nor ultra-fast.
Catalysts should also be pre-annealed in order to have larger grains and reduce
boundaries effect: as a matter of fact, boundaries show higher surface energy and
carbon atoms would mostly tend to precipitate in these regions, therefore creating
thicker layers at the edges and thin layers elsewhere.
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Nickel is one of the most commonly used catalysts [27, 28]: as shown in Fig.2.5,
once the Ni films have been annealed in Ar/H2 atmosphere at about 1000
oC, a
gas mixture of H2/CH4 enters the reactor. From decomposition of methane (the
precursor for graphene growth), carbon atoms dissolve into the Ni bulk structure
due to its non-negligible carbon solubility at high temperatures. Cooling down,
carbon atoms are released as a consequnce of solubility decrease and form a thin
graphene layer. This is possible as Ni(111) shows a lattice structure similar to
graphene, making Ni an ideal substrate. However, the resulting graphene sheet
is not uniform because, as previously said, carbon atoms tend to aggregate near
boundaries: the main challenge in this bottom− up approach is therefore the pre-
cise control of the thickness of the resulting graphene layer.
Figure 2.5: Graphene CVD with Ni as a catalyst: insertion of precursor, methane
(left); decomposition of methan and absorption of carbon atoms into Ni at high
temperature (centre); desorption of carbon atoms at low temperatures, rearranging
into graphene hexagonal lattice (right) [27].
For the synthesis of second-generation graphene, copper was used as a catalyst
instead of nickel: as a matter of fact, carbon solubility in Cu is almost zero even
at 1000oC [27], thus making negligible the dissolution-precipitation process previ-
ously mentioned for Ni. A graphene sheet grows directly from the precursor gas
mixture: as a result, the thickness of the deposited layer is not affected in the
cooling process and an easier control on the resulting films is gained. However,
copper is much more difficult to remove than nickel, and stronger etchants have to
be used: as a consequence, graphene grown on copper is more likely to be damaged
in the transfer process.
On average, CVD enables the production of high quality samples, comparable
to those mechanically exfoliated: the main features are grain size of the order of
50,000 µm and carrier mobilities of the order of 104 cm2 V −1 s−1 [4]. Combined
with a large-scale production process, CVD could be a valid production techniques
to develop sensing applications, photonics and nanoelectronics.
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2.3 Liquid Phase Exfoliation (LPE)
Another top− down approach to extract individual layers of graphene is the exfo-
liation of pristine graphite in liquid environment [4].
Despite the lower mechanical and (opto)electronic quality of the as-synthesized
material if compared with the one produced by MC or CVD (smaller flakes, show-
ing more structural defects, contaminations and solvent residual due to chemical
treatment), this approach is particularly suitable for industrial production and
applications: starting from cheap bulk graphite, this process is easily scalable, can
be carried out with large and cost-effective ease of production and larger amounts
of final product can be obtained.
LPE mainly consists on three steps (shown in Fig.2.6):
Figure 2.6: Different steps of LPE: (a) the starting material is pristine graphite;
the first step is (b) the dispersion in the solvent, followed by (c) exfoliation via
ultrasonication and then (d) purification via ultracentrifugation [4, 29].
• the first step is the dispersion of pristine graphite in a solvent; wet disper-
sions have been reported in both acqueous and non-acqueous solvents [4].
Interfacial tension or surface tension (namely the ability of the surface
of a liquid to resist an external force) is a crucial parameter that should be
minimized to choose the solvent where graphene should be dispersed. As a
matter of fact, high values of interfacial tension result in poor dispersibility
of the solid (graphite) in the solvent and therefore hinder the separation of
individual layers, as the flakes tend to re-aggregate due to their high mutual
cohesion (the energy per unit area required to separate two flat surfaces) [4].
More formally, stable dispersions can be achieved minimizing the mixing
Gibbs free energy Gmix; the mixing process is energetically favoured if [41]:
∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − T∆Smix ≤ 0 (2.1)
where ∆Hmix and ∆Smix are respectively the change in entalpy and entropy
involved in the mixing process. Being ∆Smix small for graphene, ∆Hmix has
to be very small as well in order to have a stable dispersion in the solvents.
This requirement is fulfilled by solvents whose surface energy is very close to
that of graphene (γ ' 46.7 mN/m) [41,88].
Experiments show that ideal solvents are those whose surface tension is about
γ ' 40 − 50 mN/m, such as N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP), Dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF), Benzyl benzoate [4,21,49,89]. Unfortunately, these solvents
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are either toxic or difficult to remove due to high boiling points (over 450
K). A possible solution is the use of lower boiling point solvents, such as
acetone and isopropanol (which are, by the way, also safer) or chloroform;
the surface tension of these solvents is, however, too low (γ ∼25 mN/m) and
the concentration of graphene flakes in the as-obtained inks is far too low as
well.
Unfortunately, the surface tension of water is too high (γ ' 72mN/m). This
drawback can be overcome using surfactants [29] (such as sodium dodecyl-
benzene sulfonate SDBS), bile salts (such as sodium cholate SC or sodium
deoxycholate SDC) or polymers (such as pluronic). Surfactants and poly-
mers may however contribute to decrease conductivity between graphitic
flakes and the overall optoelectronic properties, and consequently their use
depends on the desired application. A great effort has been put lately into
the research of ideal solvents, in order to combine high yeld and large scale
production with an enviromentally friendly approach (low toxicity, biocom-
patibility) [49];
• the second step is the exfoliation of graphitic flakes, assisted by ultrasonication
[29]: a sonicator full of water (shown in Fig.2.7) provides ultrasound excita-
tions that are transmitted to the sample. The energy necessary to separate
the graphitic layers is transferred via cavitation, namely the process through
which bubbles and voids grow in the liquid and collapse; it is worth noting
that excessive sonication can lead to destruction of the layers. To optimize
the sonication process, the solution is put in small sealed vials of 60 mL and
the temperature of water is maintained under 40 oC: the reason is that, for
NMP, γ '41 mN/m at 20oC is ideal to assist exfoliation of graphite, but
drops to 35 mN/m at 40oC, making exfoliation ineffective for T>40oC [90].
Figure 2.7: Ultra-sonicator (VWR Ultrasonic Cleaner USC-THD) (left); exfoli-
ation, occurring when solvent molecules surrounding the layers prevent their re-
aggregation (right) [30].
• the third step, purification, isolates exfoliated graphene flakes from thicker
unexfoliated graphite stacks; ultracentrifugation is usually required [29].
To proceed after the ultrasonication, about 80% of the supernatant contain-
ing exfoliated flakes is collected and transferred into centrifuge tubes, while
unexfoliated graphite remains at the bottom. Inside the centrifuge (shown
in Fig.2.8) samples undergo rapid rotations; depending on the rotor installed,
various times and speeds can be selected (within the range 2K-10K RPM).
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At a given speed, the different layers are selected according to their mass
(hence to the number of layers N): due to the different centrifugal force, the
heavier the flakes (hence the higher N) the further from the centre they will
tend to migrate [30], as shown in Fig.2.9. In this way it is possible, at the
end of ultracentrifugation, to collect the supernatant containing monolayers,
bilayers, trilayers and so on, to obtain a stable dispersion of FLG in a sol-
vent.
It is worth noting that the composition of the suspended layers depends on
the viscosity of the medium, as flakes dispersed in higher viscosity solvent
experience higher frictional forces. Consequently, since at room temperature
NMP shows higher viscosity (1.7 mPa s) than water (1mPa s), sedimentation
of heavier flakes during ultracentrifugation is more difficult, and the fraction
of SLG on the total amount is hence lower in NMP than in water [41].
Figure 2.8: Ultra-centrifuge Beckman Coulter OptimaTM XE-90 and SW31Ti ro-
tor.
Figure 2.9: Separation of different flakes according to their mass due to different
centrifugal force (left) [30].
Fig.2.10 shows the solution at the end of different steps: graphite is not stable
in NMP (a), but at the end of the ultrasonication the suspended flakes are more
stable in the solvent, although a lot of shiny spots still reveal the presence of
un-exfoliated graphite (b). The material obtained at the end of the ultracentrifu-
gation can be regarded as a stable dispersion (c) [89].
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Figure 2.10: Samples at different stages of the synthesis process: pristine graphite
in NMP (a); after ultrasonication (b) and finally, after ultracentrifugation, as a
stable ink (c).
Despite being stable, the as-obtained dispersion is still too diluted for any prac-
tical application (concentration may vary within the range c '0.1-0.3 mg/mL).
Consequently, some techniques are necessary to increase the concentration and
obtain a proper ink:
• a first possible solution is to re-centrifuge the sample at 30K-40K RPM: at
such high speeds all suspended graphene is forced to deposit at the very
bottom of the tube (see Fig.2.11) and consequently the supernatant solvent
can be easily removed.
Figure 2.11: A centrifuge tube after a 30K RPM ultra-centrifugation, showing the
deposition of graphene at the bottom, under the supernatant solvent.
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• another way to remove entirely the solvent is thermal treatment, using a
rotovapor (see Fig.2.12): the dispersion is inserted into a round bottle in
which vacuum is made to lower the evaporation point of the solvent; the
bottle is then set free to rotate and immersed in water at a temperature
higher than the boiling point of the solvent at that pressure. Evaporation
of the solvent is hence assisted by the joint effect of rotation, heating and
vacuum: the resulting vapors are collected and then condense in a sepa-
rate bottle. It is important to have a precise control of the temperature at
which this process occurs, since the rheological and chemical properties of
the solvent may significantly vary.
Figure 2.12: A Heidolph laborota 4003 control rotovapor, used to concentrate
the diluted ink, taking advantage of the combined effect of rotation, heating and
vacuum.
Figure 2.13: Round bottle full of graphene-based dispersion before thermal treat-
ment (left) and the resulting ink after such treatment (right).
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2.4 Mechano-chemical Exfoliation (Ball Milling)
A ball − miller is a device that exploits grinding to produce nano-powders and
nanoparticles: in the so called planetary design (Fig.2.14), a jar is filled with
grinding elements (usually spheres) made of the same material as the jar. The
jar rotates around its own axis and around the centre of the miller (whence the
denomination ”planetary”) [91].
Figure 2.14: Retsch - Planetary Ball Miller PM 100 (left); inside the jar: grind-
ing of material by rotating spheres (right) [31].
As previously mentioned, excessive sonication during the exfoliation of graphitic
and related layered materials may lead to their distruction. For this reason,
ball−milling is sometimes preferred to ultrasonication; so far, exfoliation and high-
yield production of few-layers graphene nanosheets and platelets has been achieved
via either dry and wet ball milling, also with different functional groups [92–96].
I had the opportunity to experiment dry milling to exfoliate the following LMs
(BN , WS2, WSe2, MoS2, Bi2Te3):
• 60 mg of powder and 50 g of zirconium spheres are inserted into the zir-
conium jar (nominal volume 50 mL): these quantities were chosen so to fill
approximately 1/5 of the jar volume;
• to avoid intense grinding forces, the process was performed at low rotational
speed (200 RPM) for 30 minutes, since elevate speeds may not only exfoliate
the 3D structure, but also destroy the 2D in-plane flakes structure;
• spheres with different diameters were used (respectively 3 mm and 5 mm)
to adjust the shearing and compressive forces in the ball milling system;
• moreover, to make sure that the powders are grinded uniformly, the direction
of rotation of the jar is alternately inverted after intervals of 1 minute;
• exploiting the grinding forces, the weak Van der Waals inter-layer forces
are destroyed and exfoliation is achieved. The resulting exfoliated material,
attached to the spheres and the jar walls, was then collected with different
solvents (NMP, ethanol, isopropanol, cycloexane, chloroform).
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Fig.2.15 and 2.16 show some results for MoS2 in NMP and isopropanol: as it
can be seen, dispersions of the ball −milled material (samples on the left of each
picture) are more stable for several days, proving that milling can be exploited as
an alternative technique for cheap, enviromentally friendly and scalable technique
for exfoliation.
Figure 2.15: Ball-milled MoS2 (left) compared with non ball-milled MoS2 (right)
in NMP , at different moments after treatment.
Figure 2.16: Ball-milled MoS2 (left) compared with non ball-milled MoS2 (right)
in isopropanol, at different moments after treatment.
Chapter 3
Ink Characterization
Techniques
This chapter is dedicated to the description of the techniques exploited for the
characterization of LPE-produced inks.
Absorption spectroscopy is exploited to estimate the concentration of inks; mor-
phological characterization is carried out exploiting Raman spectroscopy to an-
alyze the quality and the number of layers of the flakes dispersed in the ink,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) provides their lateral size. Finally, a
crucial step in the characterization of the inks to be ink-jet printed is the mea-
surement of their viscosity, by means of rheological analysis.
3.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption spectroscopy is performed in order to estimate the concentration of
the LPE-produced ink. This step is crucial for what concerns the optimization of
production techniques, especially if looking for large-scale production.
As a matter of fact, as previously mentioned, concentration strongly depends on
the synthesis process and may significantly change according to ultrasonication
and ultracentrifugation parameters [29].
Just to give an idea, different concentration values for 16 different samples are re-
ported in Table 1.1: the samples had all been synthesized with the same proportion
of pristine graphite and NMP, differing only in sonication time (S.B) and number
of ultracentrifugation runs (U.C). After ultrasonication, the samples were ultra-
centrifugated 4 times at increasing speed (respectively at 1K RPM, 2.5K RPM,
5K RPM, 10K RPM) and part of the solution was collected for characterization
after each run.
Table 1.1: Concentration of graphene-based inks differing only for sonication
and ultracentrifugation parameters.
/ 1 U.C. 2 U.C. 3 U.C. 4 U.C.
1 hr S.B. 0.06 mg/mL 0.04 mg/mL 0.02 mg/mL 0.01 mg/mL
3 hrs S.B 0.14 mg/mL 0.08 mg/mL 0.03 mg/mL 0.01 mg/mL
6 hrs S.B 0.22 mg/mL 0.08 mg/mL 0.03 mg/mL 0.01 mg/mL
12 hrs S.B 0.99 mg/mL 0.40 mg/mL 0.16 mg/mL 0.04 mg/mL
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The instrument used to perform absorption spectroscopy was a Cary V arian 6000i
UVvis-NIR spectrometer (Fig.3.1):
• two different lamps (1) are the light sources, respectively for UV and visi-
ble/IR light;
• a monochromator, containing a diffraction grating, selects light rays of dif-
ferent wavelength passing through a slit (2); for my measurements, the wave-
length range [200-800]nm was scanned at ”steps” of 1 nm with 0.1 s of time
interval, namely with a scanning rate of 600 nm/min.
• the selected beam hits the cuvette containing the liquid solution on the
sample holder on the light path (3);
• three detectors (4), depending on the wavelength range, register how light
has been attenuated.
Figure 3.1: Cary Varian 6000i UVvis-NIR Spectrometer, through which absorption
measurements were performed.
The machine was used in single−channel mode: a baseline, namely an absorption
spectrum of the solvent alone, is performed before every session of measurements
and then subtracted from the absorption spectrum of every sample. The relative
intensity attenuation is obtained by difference of these two measurements and used
as absorbance A to perform calculations, using Lambert−Beer′s Law: [29,41,72,
89] :
A = εlC (3.1)
where:
• A is the absorbance of the sample at the wavelength of 660 nm for graphene
[41,72] and at 672 nm for MoS2 [72];
• ε is the extinction coefficient and is measured in L g−1 m−1; it gives a
measure of how electromagnetic waves attenuate.
ε = 1390 L g−1 m−1 for graphene [41, 72], while ε = 3400 L g−1 m−1 for
MoS2 [72];
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• l is the length of the cuvette used, expressed in m;
• C is concentration, expressed in gL or mgmL ;
Samples are usually diluted to avoid possible scattering losses at higher concen-
trations: given the ratio d of dilution between the original sample and the solvent
added (for example, d=20 stands for 200 µL of ink diluted in 4 mL of solvent),
concentration can be calculated as:
C =
Ad
εl
(3.2)
3.2 Raman Spectroscopy
3.2.1 Raman Spectroscopy on Graphene
Raman spectroscopy [97] has proved to be an important tool in the characterization
of different carbon allotropes [32,34,35]:
• it is always resonant in graphene due to pi electron dispersion, hence provid-
ing not only information about vibrations, but also about electronic struc-
ture;
• whatever the process of synthesis used, other carbon species may be present
in the sample; moreover, when graphene is integrated in devices, structural
damages or unwanted by-products may be present: the intensity, position
and shape of peaks in Raman spectra allow to distinguish between different
carbon species, giving the ”fingerprint” of the composition of the sample and
a measure of its quality;
• the procedure is relatively short and does not compromize the structure of
the sample.
For all these reasons Raman spectroscopy is a crucial technique, usually preferred
to more destructive approaches, since it provides a useful reference for comparison
and discrimination between different samples [34]. It has also been widely used in
order to characterize LPE-produced graphene flakes [89].
In order to fully understand and interprete Raman spectra of graphene, it is firstly
useful to analyze the general Raman spectra of all sp2 carbon allotropes (Fig.3.2),
being graphene their constitutive element (see Par. 1.1).
As shown in Fig.3.2, some peaks occur as a common feature for excitations with
visible light. Such peaks, present in all poly-aromatic hydrocarbons, can be seen
as consequence of the molecular structure of carbon bonds: being visible excita-
tions always resonant with pi states, Raman spectra of carbon samples are mostly
dominated by sp2 states and peaks are due to sp2 vibrations (an exception is rep-
resented by diamond-like samples, where also peaks around 1332 cm−1 are visible,
due to sp3 vibrations) [32,34,98,99]:
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Figure 3.2: Raman spectra of different representatives of the carbon family, show-
ing the characteristic peaks (2.41 eV laser excitation) [32].
• G peak (at around 1560 cm−1) originates from bond stretching modes of
pairs of sp2 atoms (in both rings and chains);
• D peak (at around 1360 cm−1) is the consequence, in graphitic samples,
of breathing modes of sp2 atoms (in rings); this band is activated by the
breaking of simmetry due to defects and is therefore mostly seen in disordered
samples or at the edge of graphene flakes; for this reason, it is usually called
disorder − induced D − band;
• a band at around 2700 cm−1, historically referred to as G′ peaks but nowa-
days called 2D peak since it is the second order of the D peak (ωG′ ' 2ωD);
• the weak D′ band at around 1620 cm−1 is another disorder-induced feature.
Having N=2 atoms per unit cell, graphene has 6 normal modes, two of which are
doubly degenerate at the Γ point, centre of the Brillouin zone. Overall, the phonon
spectrum is thus made of A2u + B2g + E1u + E2g. The Raman active mode is
the doubly degenerate in-plane optical vibration E2g. [35].
As far as SLG is regarded, different electron-phonon scattering processes at dif-
ferent orders (shown in Fig.3.3) are responsible for the mentioned bands, each
involving phonon modes previously presented in Par.1.1.1 [33]:
• G band originates from first-order Raman scattering; the phonon responsi-
ble of this feature is the high-frequency E2g phonon at the Γ point in the
Brillouin zone;
• D and D′ bands come from second-order processes, involving one phonon
and one defect: D bands originate from inter − valley processes, namely
connecting states belonging to different K and K’ points in the BZ, while
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Figure 3.3: Different scattering processes responsible for G bands (left), D and D’
bands (centre) and G’ bands (right) [33].
intra − valley processes, namely connecting states around the same K/K’
point, are responsible for D’ bands;
• 2D band (G’ in the picture above) originates from a second-order process
assisted by two phonons, not needing any disorder, either double-resonance
DR or triple resonance TR processes.
Looking at the response to light excitations at 514.5 nm (Fig.3.4), graphene and
bulk graphite are easily discerned looking at the intensity and the shape of the 2D
peak: it is a single sharp peak in graphene, 4 times more intense than the G peak,
while in bulk graphite the 2D peak has 2 components, called 2D1 and 2D2, whose
intensity is respectively a quarter and a half of the G peak [32,34]:
Figure 3.4: A comparison of Raman spectra for graphene and bulk graphite, show-
ing the difference in both intensity (left) and shape (right) of the peaks [32].
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Raman spectra also give information about the number N of layers of graphene:
Fig.3.5 shows how the 2D band changes with the number of graphene layers, for
light excitations at 514.5 nm and 633 nm [32–34]:
Figure 3.5: Evolution of the 2D peak as a function of the number of graphene
layers, from SLG to bulk graphite, at different light excitations of 514 nm and 633
nm [32].
• at room temperature, sigle-layer graphene exhibits a sharp 2D peak that can
be fitted with a single Lorentzian feature (FWHM ' 25 cm−1);
• compared to SLG, BLG shows significantly different features: as previously
mentioned in Paragraph 1.1.1, a parabolic energy dispersion E(k) originate
as a consequence of the Bernal A-B stacking. The processes behind electron-
phonon scattering are much more complicated than in SLG and the formal
interpretation requires group theory and symmetry analysis.
Consequently, the 2D peak is upshifted and also much broader. Moreover,
as shown in Fig.3.6, this band consists of four components: 2D1A and 2D1B
(more intense), 2D2A and 2D2A. Each of these four (Lorentzian) components
corresponds to one of the processes shown in Fig.3.7, and the overall shape
of the D peak is the convolution of these single Lorentzian features;
• the intensity of the lower frequency 2D1 peak decreases as the number of
layers increases;
• overall, Raman spectroscopy can effectively distinguish samples with n ≤
5 layers, while samples with n > 5 layers are hardly discerned from bulk
graphite [32], as shown in Fig.3.5:
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Figure 3.6: 2D band of BLG, viewed as the convolution of four Lorentian compo-
nents, at 514 nm and 633 nm [32,34].
Figure 3.7: The four different electron-phonon scattering processes in BLG [32].
More precise information about the number of layers can be given by the so
called C − band: unlike D, G, 2D, which are due to in-plane vibrations and there-
fore visible also in SLG, the C peak originates from the motion of planes parallel
to their normal.
Being sensitive to the interlayer coupling (whence the name C) its absence would
be the proof of the presence of SLG [35]. This low frequency mode ranges from 31
cm−1 in BLG to 42 cm−1 in graphite, scaling with the number of layers, as shown
in Fig.3.8.
However this analysis was not performed in this work; a limitation is due to the
fact that the frequency of the C peak is below the notch and edge filter cut-off of
many spectrometers [35].
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Figure 3.8: C peak position as a function of the number of layers (left); comparison
of the fitted position of C and G peak position as a function of the inverse of the
number of layers [35].
In order to gain information about impurities and defects in nominally identi-
cal samples, it is useful to perform a tranversal comparison of the Raman features
among the different spectra acquired [100]. As a matter of fact, interpretation of
Raman spectra provides a useful tool to work out the origin and quantity of struc-
tural disorder in the carbon sample as well as to distinguish between graphite and
amorphous carbon (namely carbon showing a mixture of sp2 and sp3 hybridiza-
tion [32,99].
Some studies have been performed in order to distinguish between sample edges
defects and structural bulk defects in LPE graphene [36]. The density of defects
has been shown to increase with increasing ratios I(D)/I(G). To establish the origin
of defects, a correlation between the ratio I(D)/I(G) and the FWHM(G) is usu-
ally analyzed (Fig.3.9): the reason is that the ratio I(D)/I(G) cannot discriminate
between bulk disorder and edge defects, while larger FWHM(G) is a direct conse-
quence of an increasing bulk disorder, however independent from edge defects [36].
As a consequence, a correlation between these two features arises whenever struc-
tural disorder appears, while samples with mainly edge defects should show no or
weak correlation [36].
Figure 3.9: Samples showing respectively weak and strong correlation between
I(D)/I(G) and FWHM(G) [36].
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The same work shows also that bulk defects can however be partially treated
with annealing of the sample, as shown in Fig.3.10 [36].
Figure 3.10: Effect of annealing in reducing the correlation between I(D)/I(G) and
FWHM(G), namely reducing bulk defects [36].
In order to perform Raman spectroscopy measurements, a small amount of ink
(about 10 µL) is drop − cast on a silicon dioxide substrate positioned on a hot
plate at T≥170oC: the complete evaporation of the solvent is a crucial step, as
contaminations and residuals may otherwise affect both the visibility of graphene
flakes in the optical microscope and the quality of the spectra acquired.
The experimental setup and the internal components of the device used are shown
in Fig.3.11 and 3.12:
Figure 3.11: Experimental setup for Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw inVia confo-
cal Raman microscope).
• the light beam from the laser sources (1) enters the optical system (2), where
it is shaped, focused and transmitted through mirrors;
• reflected from the last mirror, the laser beam (incident power of 1mW) hits
the sample (3), whose surface can be observed with an optical microscope
(150X objective lens) (4);
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• the resulting beam is focused again into an entrance slit; a grating selects
light scanned at different wavelengths;
• a CCD camera (5) detects the resulting beam and performs photon counting,
providing the Raman spectrum.
Figure 3.12: Internal components of the experimental setup.
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3.2.2 Raman Spectroscopy on MoS2
Raman spectroscopy has been widely used to characterize MoS2 samples as well,
since its vibrational spectrum is both sensitive to the sample thickness and very
useful to determine the quality of the crystal [38, 74]. As reported in Fig.3.13,
MoS2 has four Raman-active modes. In particular, for all thicknesses ranging
from monolayer to bulk structure, the Raman spectrum is dominated by two strong
features (Fig.3.13):
• the in-plane E12g mode, resulting from the opposite vibration of two S atoms
with respect to the Mo between them, is responsible for a peak at around
380 cm−1 [37, 38,77];
• a peak at around 405 cm−1 originates from the A1g mode, namely the vi-
bration of only S atoms in opposite directions [37,38,77];
Figure 3.13: Atomic displacements of the vibrational Raman-active modes [37].
The behavior of the afore-mentioned two peaks can be used to determine the
number N of layers of few-layers MoS2 samples: as a matter of fact, as shown
in Fig.3.14, the E12g peak undergoes red shift as N increases from N=1 to bulk
structure; on the other hand, the A1g peak undergoes blue shift. It is worth noting
that sample with N≥4 are no more easily discernible from the bulk structure, since
the frequencies of these two peaks both converge to the bulk values [38,74].
Figure 3.14: Typical Raman spectrum of MoS2: frequency shift of E
1
2g and A1g
peaks as a function of the number N of layers [38].
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3.3 TEM Imaging
In order to obtain high resolution images of ultra-thin samples, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) is often used, as it enables the examination of ex-
tremely small specimens at much higher resolution than traditional optical micro-
scopes.
As a matter of fact, the maximum resolution R obtained from optical microscopies
is limited by the wavelength λ of the probing photons and theNumerical Aperture
N.A. of the optical system, as follows [101]:
R =
λ
2nsin(α)
' λ
2N.A.
(3.3)
Limitations on resolution are therefore basically given by the relatively large wave-
length of visible light (between 400 nm and 700 nm), enabling resolving power of
200 nm at best, when UV light for double resolving power.
These limitations can be overcome making the sample interact with electrons
rather than photons: as a matter of fact, exploiting the wave − particle duality
principle, an electron with rest mass m0 and kinetic energy E can be described
as a wave with de Broglie wavelength λdB , given by de Broglie equation (here
reported with relativistic corrections) [102]:
λdB =
h√
2m0E(1 +
E
2m0c2
)
(3.4)
An electron accelerated from a potential of 100 kV has a wavelength λe ' 0.0037nm
much smaller than photons in the visible/UV spectral range, therefore enabling a
point to point sub-nanometric resolving power [39].
The basic physical phenomenon behind TEM technology is the interaction between
the sample and a beam of collimated electrons; an image is formed when trans-
mitted electrons are focused and interact with a sensor or a fluorescent screen.
Following this idea, the first TEM prototypes were built by Max Knoll and Ernst
Ruska between 1931 and 1933 and were commercially spread from 1939 onwards.
The experimental setup used for TEM analysis is shown in Fig.3.15
• electrons are generated by thermionic emission from an electron gun, which
consists of either a tungsten filament or a lanthanum hexaboride source: once
the gun is connected to a high voltage source (100 kV for the device used) it
emits electrons if sufficient current is provided or if it is heated. At this stage
the interacting electron beam is created (the analogue of a lamp emitting
light rays in an optical miscoscope);
• given the small electron mass, high vacuum conditions (typically up to 10−4
Pa) are necessary in order to prevent interaction or deflection due to air
particles: for this reason, during insertion, the samples undergo preliminar
vacuum in the specimen port to avoid contaminations from external envi-
roment; for the same reason the specimen holder should never be touched.
This step is so crucial that, for different quality of vacuum, the mean free
path of travelling electrons may vary of several orders of magnitude;
• the sample is positioned on a standard holey TEM grid: the ones I used were
produced by Ted Pella Inc., consisting of a 3.05 mm diameter copper grid
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with ultra-thin carbon film (less than 10 nm thick), with a mesh of 400 grids
per unit area. Given the small electron mass, ultra-thin specimens (less than
100 nm thick) are necessary to ensure beam transmission.
The ink should be diluted before being deposited on the grid to make sure
that the transmitted electron beam is not absorbed by thick layer of material;
2-5 µL are dropped on the grid, which has to undergo 6 hours of vacuum
to prevent evaporation of liquid residuals that may affect the vacuum or
cause contaminations. Airlocks are included to allow the minimal increase
in pressure during the insertion of the sample;
Figure 3.15: Experimental setup used for TEM imaging (JEOL JEM 1011) (left):
electron gun (a); condensor aperture (b); specimen port (c); objective aperture (d);
projector lens (e); binoculars (f); fluorescent screen (g). Components of a typical
TEM device (right).
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• in electron microscopy, electron beam convergence is achieved thanks to
electromagnetic lenses, which consist of a coil of copper wires inside an iron
pole piece. Lensing magnetic fields originate from current flowing through
the coils and contribute to focus the electron beam: this phenomenon is
the analogue of the focusing of light rays by glass lenses in optical micro-
scopes [39].
There are three typical stages of lensing in TEM: the condensor lens is re-
sponsible for primary beam formation; the objective lens is then used to
focus the beam once it has been transmitted through the sample; finally, the
projector lens helps to expand the beam onto the imaging device, usually a
phosphor screen or a film.
Fig.3.16 shows how the main components of a TEM device affect and modify
the travelling electron beam [39].
Figure 3.16: Effects of TEM components on the propagation of the travelling
electron beam [39].
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Unlike for optical microscopes, a simple and rapid electrical switching is suf-
ficient to change the optical configuration of a TEM and the only limiting
factor is the magnetic hysteresis of the lenses.
Copper coils can be additionally arranged into a square/hexagon, hence
making quadrupole/hexapole electromagnetic lenses, in order to achieve
correction of astigmatism (namely asymmetrical beam distortions); other
expedients are used to correct electron beam spherical and chromatic aber-
ration.
• only electrons whose distance from the optic axis is lower than a fixed thresh-
old can pass through annular metallic plates called apertures, while the rest
is excluded from the beam.
• once electrons are transmitted through the sample and focused by lenses and
apertures, the information contained in the electron beam can be utilized to
form an image, usually on a phospor screen.
The intensity I at a point x of the screen is [103]:
I =
k
t1 − t0
∫ t1
t0
ΨΨ∗, dt (3.5)
where the wavefunction Ψ of the exiting beam is averaged over a time interval
between t0 and t1.
As stated in (25), the intensity of the image visualized on the screen depends
not only on the amplitude of the beam, but also on the phase of the electrons;
for example thinner samples can be viewed as objects that do not alter the
amplitude of the electron wavefunction but only its phase. Thin samples, as
well as high energies of the impinging electron beam, are required for higher
resolution imaging.
TEM analysis is most commonly performed in the so called bright field
imaging mode, namely the contrast formation of the image is due to direct
occlusion and absorption of impinging electrons in the sample: consequently,
thicker samples appear darker, while bright areas reveal thin specimens [39];
• a camera is positioned under the removable screen, so to record the images.
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3.4 Rheology Measurements
It is also useful to measure the rheological properties of inks for their impact on
the deposition techniques and the final application.
Fig.3.17 shows what happens when a stress τ is applied: for a surface travelling
whose position is x(t) and whose distance from the fixed face is y0, the percentage
strain is [40]
γ(t) =
xt
y0
(3.6)
and the shear rate γ˙ is:
γ˙ =
v
y0
(3.7)
where v is the velocity of the plane selected.
Figure 3.17: Model for the response of a liquid to a stress applied to a material;
strain obtained and shear rate [40].
Note that τ is a force over a surface, thus, only dimensionally, a pressure; it is,
rather, a shear deformation, not acting perpendicularly to but parallel with the
moving surface.
For a liquid, the constitutive equation states [40]:
η =
τ
γ˙
(3.8)
Measured in Pa s, the viscosity η is usually a non trivial function of temperature,
time and shear rate itself. The presence of those variables makes the above equa-
tion rather demanding to be solved analitically.
A possible way to overcome such theoretical difficulty is the direct measurement
of viscosity.
To perform rheological analysis, rheometers are used: these devices provide a me-
chanical stress to a geometry: by controlling the mechanical input (torque applied,
velocity of the geometry) and the response of the material (displacement, shear
rate), viscosity is directly calculated in isolated points as in (3.8). Some common
geometries are shown in Fig.3.18 they differ for the mechanical stress provided and
therefore apply to different physical systems and different viscosity ranges [40].
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Figure 3.18: Kinds of geometries for rheometers, differing for the mechanical stress
provided and the corresponding viscosity range they are used for [40].
For my experiment I used a DHR rheometer by TA Instruments, shown in
Fig.3.19. Once the liquid sample has been inserted into the double−gap concentric
cylinder (right image in Fig.3.20), the moving geometry enters the outer gap
and is set free to rotate; the procedure given to the software controls rotational
parameters: as a result, viscosity is given from the response of the liquid, as in
(3.8), for isolated points set by the procedure.
Figure 3.19: DHR Rheometer by TA Instruments.
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Figure 3.20: Relevant parameters for rheological analysis (left); rotating geometry
(1) above the double− gap concentric cylinder 106115 (2) (right).
This configuration, particularly indicated for low-viscosity liquids, presents sev-
eral advantages:
• high shear rate measurements are possible thanks to easy liquid confinement;
• the large side surface of the rotating geometry provides good signals even at
low shear rate regimes;
• moreover, even if evaporation occurred in the upper region for volatile liq-
uids, being this region far from the lateral side of the double-gap concentric
cylinder, it would scarcely affect the measurement.
In this way, different kinds of measurements can be performed:
• in peak−hold measurements, viscosity is measured through a temporal range
at fixed temperature and shear rate. This kind of measurement is usually
performed in order to compare experimental results with those available
in literature; moreover, time-independence of viscosity is a confirm of the
Newtonian nature of the liquid;
• in flow − ramp measurements, viscosity is measured as a function of shear
rate at fixed temperature;
• in temperature − ramp measurements, viscosity is measured as a function
of temperature at a fixed shear rate.
It is worth noting that at low concentrations the ink viscosity is almost dominated
by the viscosity of the solvent. Significant variations in viscosity may however
occur after ink concentration, when up to 95-99% of the starting amount of solvent
is removed.
Chapter 4
Inkjet Printing
This chapter is dedicated to inkjet printing: first, I will talk about the technolog-
ical impact of this printing technique. Then I will describe the key features of the
device I used to print the LPE-produced 2D-based inks (FUJIFILM Dimatix Ma-
terial Printer DMP2831), giving further details on the components of the machine.
Finally, I will present the pricipal fluidic parameters that affect the printability of
the as obtained inks, since they have to be taken into account for what concern
the final application of the printing process.
4.1 Technological Impact and Applications
Inkjet printing is an ink deposition technique ideal for the printing on both
transparent and non-transparent films as well as on both rigid and flexible sub-
strates [104].
Lately, the expanding field of printed optoelectronics has been receiving a great
deal of interest, since a lot of applications can be developed on components and
devices such as transistors, solar cells, organic light-emitting diodes, touch screens,
sensors, electronic paper (e-paper), electronic textiles. What is more important,
mechanical flexibility appears to be an important requirement for next-generation
consumer electronics [4, 41,48].
Inkjet printing is one of the most promising techniques as far as the development
of flexible optoelectronics is regarded, to provide lightweight foldable and flexible
devices with the same properties of rigid-based ones [48,49,105].
A great effort is being put into the research of suitable materials to optimize
this approach, since several requirements are necessary: nowadays, the challenge
consists on combining ad hoc electrical, optical and mechanical properties with
low-cost mass-scale production and an environmentally friendly approach.
Several attempts have been made with organic (semi)conducting inks to develop
thin-film transistors (TFTs), but mobilities are still much lower than silicon (µ <0.5
cm2 V −1 s−1). Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or metal nanoparticle have been used
to overcome this drawback, but limitations are represented by either instability of
the as-prepared inks or unwanted chemical reactions such as oxidation [41,48].
Graphene and related 2D materials appear ideal candidates for further develop-
ments in this field, given the extraordinary properties previously presented in
Chapters 1 and 2: high conductivity, in first place, makes graphene an excellent po-
tential candidate as a ”metallic” component in several devices; moreover, mechani-
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cal robustness and chemical stability are appealing features as well [48,49,104,106].
Figure 4.1: Inkjet printing of LPE-produced graphene-based ink [41].
For a successful implementation of this technique, graphene sheets have to be pat-
terned at a nanometric scale and the flakes size has to be carefully monitored.
Large scale production is also required to support this approach; despite being
less performing than samples obtained via CVD or growth on SiC - as far as
transparency and control on number of layers and defects are concerned - LPE-
based inks represent a valid alternative due to cost-effectiveness of the production
process [104].
Figure 4.2: Possible applications in graphene-based optoelectronics [4].
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4.2 Inkjet Printer: Key Features
The machine I used to print LPE-produced 2D-based inks is shown in Fig.4.3. Its
constitutive elements are shown in Fig.4.4 and here listed:
Figure 4.3: FUJIFILM Dimatix Material Printer DMP2831 [42].
• a platen on which the printing substrate is positioned; the platen is designed
to handle flexible films as well, since a vacuum system will hold the material
securely, guaranteeing adhesion; a maximum temperature of 60 oC can be
set to assist the evaporation of the solvent;
• a print carriage, namely the moving constitutive element of the device, on
which a cartridge (left in Fig. 4.5) is mounted; the cartridge can be filled
with [0.2-1.5] mL of liquid inserting the needle of a syringe; 1 mL provides
108 10 pL drops.
The cartridge shows 16 silicon nozzles in a single row, to which a voltage
is applied so that the liquid is expressed at a rate of 5 µL per second; the
orifice size is 21.5 µm and nozzle-to-nozzle spacing is 254 µm; the preset
z-axis printing distance between the cartridge and the substrate is 1 mm,
but it can be easily adjusted, as well as other driving parameters [42];
Figure 4.4: FUJIFILM Dimatix Material printer DMP2831: constitutive elements
[42].
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• a Fiducial Camera is mounted on the print carriage, providing an on-time
image of the substrate to orientate or crate fiducial marks that can be mem-
orized and used if the substrate has to be removed. In this way the print
origin can be set, accordingly to pattern dimensions and reciprocal position;
• Maintenance Station Blotting Pad, where the cartridge holder stands as
a default position when it is not working. The pad is also used to perform
cleaning cycles of the cartridge nozzles: cleaning cycles are of great impor-
tance, since obstruction of the nozzles affects printing uniformity. To avoid
this phenomenon, the dimension of the suspended flakes has been estimated
to be 1/50 of the nozzle diameter [41];
• a Drop Watcher (right in Fig.4.5), which provides a real-time view of the
printing nozzles, so that only the best performing nozzles that jet regular
single drops are selected for the printing process. It is possible to adjust
the voltage of every single nozzle, accordingly to the rheological properties
of the liquid or the dimensions of the suspended particles, so that the drops
are ejected ”in phase”; it is possible, to speed up the process, to activate up
to 7 consecutive nozzles, but it may also be necessary to print using only a
single nozzle.
• a protecting lid, so to isolate the printing area from external environment.
Figure 4.5: Cartridge setup (left) [42]; acquired drop-watcher image (right).
Different kinds of fluids are jettable with this machine (from acqueous and solvent
based fluids to particle suspensions) within a viscosity range of [2-30] mPa s [42].
With the help of the Fiducial Camera and of the software provided, different
patterns can be set, such as spots, lines or films (Fig.4.6) [105, 107]: the nominal
drops size (10 pL) generally produces 40 µm spots [42].
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Figure 4.6: Different printable patterns: spots (left); lines (centre); films (right).
4.3 Optimization of Ink Parameters
For what concerns the optimization of the printing process, the ability to generate
drops is a crucial factor for on-demand inks [105]. Experimental results show that
the spreading of liquid droplets is influenced by the following parameters [41]:
• viscosity η [mPa s];
• surface tension γ [mJ m−2];
• density ρ [g cm−3];
• nozzle diametere a [µm].
Let v [m s−1] be the velocity of the drop; the following (dimensionless) figures of
merit (FOM) are usually used, obtained as a combination of the aforementioned
parameters: Reynolds (Re), Weber (We), Ohnesorge (Oh) [41]:
Re =
vρa
η
(4.1)
We =
v2ρa
γ
(4.2)
Oh =
We
1
2
Re
=
η
(γρa)
1
2
(4.3)
The formation of secondary droplets (also called satellite droplets) should be
avoided when printing. More in details, in order to be in single − drop ejection
regime, a suitable ink for printing should have proper fluidic requirements [107]
[49] [105] and some restrictions are often set on Z = 1/Oh as a FOM that can be
tuned by appropriate variations on γ, ρ, a and η. The interval 1<Z<14 can be
considered as an optimal range to gain successfull printing [41].
The homogeneity of the printed ink drops is also affected by the so called ”coffee
ring effect [41], a phenomenon occurring during the evaporation of a drop con-
taining dispersed particles on a surface: basically, solute transport within the
solvent is caused by a surface tension interaction between drying solvent and sub-
strate; the main effect is the distorsion of the drying drop and the consequent
deposition of dense material along the perimeter, giving the typical ring-like pro-
file shown in Fig.4.7 [43]:
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Figure 4.7: The so called coffee ring effect, consisting in the deposition of
dispersed particles in a drying drop along its perimeter. This phenomenon affects
the quality of on-demand ink-jet printing, since non-homogeneous drop deposition
hence originate [43].
To reduce ”coffee ring effect”, the geometry of the deposited droplet should be
maintained fixed as soon as a homogeneous deposition is formed on the substrate:
to this purpose, solvents are used whose both boiling point Tb [
oC] and heat of
vaporization Lvap [kJ/mol] are higher than water. NMP fulfils both these re-
quirements, with Tb '202oC and Lvap ' 54.5 kJ/mol. Furthermore, as previously
mentioned in Par.2.3, NMP is an ideal solvent to obtain stable and high-yield
exfoliation of graphite, without the use of surfactants [41,43].
Chapter 5
Characterization of Inks
This chapter is dedicated to the results of the characterization of the LPE-produced
inks. First, the concentration of the as-produced ink was estimated by absorption
spectroscopy; then, Raman spectroscopy was exploited to analyze the quality and
the number of layers of the flakes dispersed in the ink, while their lateral size
was estimated exploiting TEM. Finally, rheological analysis was carried out to
measure the viscosity of the ink to be ink-jet printed.
5.1 Graphene-based Ink
The ink I used was synthesized in the following outlined steps:
• 20 g of pristine graphite was dispersed in 2 L of NMP;
• the as-obtained dispersion was ultrasonicated for 6 hours: this time for ul-
trasonication was chosen since I observed, after several trials, that a lower
time for ultrasonication tended to make the exfoliation process ineffective
and the final concentration of dispersed flakes too low for any practical ap-
plication, while on the other hand a higher exposure time to the ultrasound
excitation tended to destroy the flakes as well as the weak Van der Waals
bonds between them. The value chosen proved to provide a good balance
between the quality of the dispersion and its concentration, having in mind
the following printing application.
• the supernatant dispersion was then ultracentrifuged at 5K RPM for 30
minutes: this combination of parameters was chosen as optimal since lower
speeds/shorter times make the process of separation between exfoliated and
unexfoliated flakes ineffective; on the other hand, higher speeds/longer times
provide a far too diluted supernatant dispersion. Again, parameters had to
be chosen taking into consideration and both the quality and the concentra-
tion of the resulting dispersion.
• after ultracentrifugation, 1.6 L of stable dispersion was collected;
• the as-obtained dispersion was then concentrated using the rotovapor at a
temperature of 95 oC and a vacuum of 5-8 mbar. The boiling point of NMP
is 80 oC at 10 mbar: I chose this combination of parameters because at lower
temperatures the process resulted to be excessively time-demanding, while
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higher temperatures could damage the solvent without providing any im-
provement in the evaporation process; moreover, at lower pressures, that the
ink could escape the round bottle and contaminate the whole device. Due to
the thermal treatment, the residual solvent is deteriorated and graphene is
not stable in it. To avoid dispersion problems, the samples undergo repeated
ultracentrifugations at 4200 RPM for 10 minutes, after which graphene pre-
cipitates and the supernatant solvent can be repeatedly removed, until the
as obtained ink (brought to a final volume of 160 mL) is stable.
Characterization results of the as-prepared ink are here reported.
5.1.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption spectroscopy was performed within the spectral range [200;800] nm.
However, a significant UV noise is measured between 200 nm and 400 nm; as a
consequence, as far as our analysis in concerned, only the flat absorption profile
between 400 nm and 800 nm is here reported (Fig.5.1). The concentration was
estimated using Lambert-Beer’s law, as previously mentioned in Par.3.1.
• measurements on the diluted ink provide A=0.176 at 660 nm with a dilution
ratio d=20: the resulting concentration is c'0.25 mg/mL;
• to avoid scattering losses at high concentrations, the concentrated ink was
analyzed with a much higher concentration ratio of d=201: the obtained
absorbance value A=0.22 at 660 nm permitted me to estimate a resulting
concentration of c '3.1 mg/mL.
Figure 5.1: Absorption spectra of the graphene-based ink in NMP (red curve
reports the concentrated ink, while the black one is referred to the diluted ink).
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5.1.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was then performed: 10-20 µL of ink were drop-cast on a
SiO2 substrate and 24 spectra were acquired within the range [100;3500] cm
−1,
532 nm light excitation was used at an incident power of 5 mW, laser spot size of
5 µm. A typical acquired spectrum is reported in Fig.5.2.
Figure 5.2: Typical acquired Raman spectrum of the graphene-based ink in NMP
on a SiO2 substrate (532 nm light excitation).
To perform statistics on these acquisitions, deconvolution of each Raman spectrum
into Lorentzian features was performed in order to isolate the single constitutive
peaks. A typical example of the fitting process is reported in Fig.5.3.
Some relevant parameters provided by the aforementioned analysis are:
• the position of the maximum of the peaks POS [cm−1];
• the Full Width Half Maximum FWHM [cm−1] of the peaks;
• the Intensity I [a.u.] of the peaks, which however does not provide useful
information itself, since it differs from measurement to measurement; a more
relevant parameter is the ratio between peaks within the same spectrum, such
as I(D)/I(G) and I(2D)/I(G);
• correlation between FWHM(G) and I(D)/I(G) is also reported.
Table 5.1: Results of statistics on Raman spectra acquired on graphene-based
ink deposited on SiO2.
peak POS [cm−1] FWHM [cm−1] I(peak)/I(G) [%]
D 1348.1± 0.5 44± 8 0.47± 0.10
G 1580± 1 26± 4 1
2D 2698± 2 71± 6 0.47± 0.04
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Figure 5.3: Raman spectrum showing the consitutive Lorentzian peaks and the
parameters obtained from the fitting.
Results of statistics on these acquisitions are reported in Table 5.1 and Fig.5.4.
Here below I summarize the key features obtained by the Raman characterization
and statistical analysis:
• FWHM(2D) ranges from 60 cm−1 to 90 cm−1: a comparison of the FWHM(2D)
with values found in literature (FWHM(2D)≥ 60 cm−1 [108], 64-74 cm−1
[109]) suggests that our spectrum is compatible with FLG;
• the I(2D)/I(G) ratio ranges from 0.4 to 0.56: this feature is consistent with
the samples being a combination of SLG and FLG;
• the relatively high intensity of the D band compared to the G band is consis-
tent with the presence of defects in the sample; however, the parameters ob-
tained from the linear fitting of the plot of the correlation between I(D)/I(G)
vs FWHM(G) show relative errors higher than 50% intercept i=(0.24±0.15)
and slope s=(0.009±0.006) cm: consequently, the correlation is weak (see
panel b) and the major contribution to the I(D) comes from the egdes of the
flakes rather than structural defects.
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Figure 5.4: Raman statistics on graphene-based ink: POS(D) (a); correlation
between FWHM(G) and I(D)/I(2D) (b); POS(G) (c); FWHM(2D); POS(2D) (e);
FWHM(2D) (f); I(D)/I(G) (g); I(2D)/I(G) (h).
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5.1.3 TEM Imaging
TEM imaging was then performed as a useful technique to characterize LPE-
produced graphene flakes [89]. 15 images were taken, some of which are reported
in Fig.5.5. Statistics on the lateral size of the graphene flakes observed was then
performed using the software ImageJ and is reported in Fig.5.6; results give an
average value of lave=(143±60)nm.
Figure 5.5: Pictures of graphene flakes, taken at the TEM.
Figure 5.6: Statistics performed on the lateral size of graphene flakes.
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5.1.4 Rheology Measurements
Finally, viscosity was measured for the solvent (NMP), the diluted and the con-
centrated ink. Results are reported in Table 5.2.
• peak hold measurements (Fig.5.7) were performed at 25oC and at a shear
rate γ˙ = 50 s−1; this value of shear rate was chosen since, as shown in the
flow ramp measurements, at lower shear rates the signal is dominated by
noise, while at higher shear rates viscosity tends to increase systematically;
• flow ramp measurements (Fig.5.8) were performed at 25oC and within the
shear rate range 0.1 s−1 ≤ γ˙ ≤ 500 s−1; I decided to avoid higher shear rates
because they caused the spilling of the ink out of the double−gap concentric
cylinder;
• temperature ramp measurements (Fig.5.9) were performed at at a shear rate
of γ˙ = 50 s−1 (for the same reasons explained above), within the temperature
range 20 oC ≤ T ≤ 40 oC, to determine how the viscosity of the ink changes
with increasing temperatures, taking into account that the printing process
is not carried out at room temperatures, but the platen where the substrate
is placed is heated to assist the evaporation of the solvent.
Table 5.2: Viscosity values η [mPa s] measured for solvent (NMP), diluted and
concentrated ink via peak-hold, flow ramp and temperature ramp measurements.
Peak Hold Flow Ramp Temperature Ramp
η [mPa s] η [mPa s] α [10−5 Pa s/oC]
NMP 1.65±0.01 2.09±0.04 -2.04±0.07
Diluted Ink 1.66±0.01 2.11±0.02 -2.05±0.01
Concentrated Ink 2.28±0.03 2.25±0.07 -2.86±0.02
As shown in Fig.5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 and as previously mentioned in Par. 2.3.4, the
viscosity of diluted inks weakly differs from the solvent: in our case, the viscosity
value of the diluted ink is only 0.5% higher than the one of the solvent). On
the other hand, concentration enables more than 25% increase in viscosity with
respect to the solvent.
Figure 5.7: Peak-hold measurements for graphene-based ink in NMP.
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As far as Flow ramp measurements are concerned (see Fig.5.9):
• noise dominates viscosity signal at extremely low shear rates (0.1 s−1 ≤ γ˙ ≤
1 s−1);
• viscosity is constant in the shear rate range [1;300] s−1, and the shear rate
of 50 s−1 was chosen within this range of average;
• η tends to increase at high shear rates γ˙ ≥ 300 s−1: this behavior can be
explained taking into account that at intermediate shear rates the suspended
particles tend to arrange themselves parallel with the flow caused by the ro-
tation of the geometry, while at higher shear rates vortices and turbulences
determine an arrangement of the particles in random directions, hence pro-
viding more resistance and friction to the flow.
Figure 5.8: Flow ramp measurements for graphene-based ink in NMP.
Viscosity decreases with increasing temperature, as expected from newtonian
fluids [40]: this behaviour is due to the fact that inter-molecular forces tend to
decrease at higher temperatures, hence providing less ”friction” to mutual flow.
The experimental data were fitted with the following linear relation between 25oC
and 40oC:
η(T ) = η(T0) + αT (5.1)
where T0=25
oC and α [Pa s/ oC] is the (negative) decrease coefficient of viscos-
ity as a function of temperature, reported in Table 5.2. Although viscosity is
temperature-dependent, the cofficient α is rather small (of the order of 10−5 Pa
s/oC), hence this dependence from temperature was regardes as negligible for what
concern the printing process that would follow the characterization of the inks.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature ramp measurements for graphene-based ink in NMP.
5.2 MoS2 -based Ink
The ink I used was synthesized following the listed steps:
• 1.25 g of MoS2 powders were dispersed in 1.25 L of IPA;
• the as-obtained dispersion was ultrasonicated for 6 hours (for the choice of
this parameter, see the discussion in Par.5.2);
• the supernatant dispersion was then ultracentifuged at 5K RPM for 30 min-
utes (for the choice of these parameters, see the discussion in Par.5.2);
• after ultracentrifugation, 1.2 L of stable diluted ink was collected;
• the as-obtained ink was then concentrated to a final volume of 120 mL using
the rotovapor at a temperature of 50-55 oC and a vacuum of 50-55 mbar:
considering that isopropanol is a highly volatile solvent, this set of parameters
was chosen to avoid any turbulent reaction of the dispersion resulting from
higher temperatures/lower pressures.
Characterization results of the as-prepared ink are reported below.
5.2.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption spectroscopy were performed within the spectral range [400;800] nm.
Absorption spectra acquired for diluted and concentrated ink are reported in
Fig.5.10. concentration was estimated from Lambert-Beer’s law, as previously
mentioned in Par.3.1.
• measurements on the diluted ink provide A=0.036 at 672 nm with a dilution
ratio d=11: the resulting concentration is c'0.01 mg/mL;
• measurements on the concentrated ink provide A=0.019 at 672 nm with a
dilution ratio d=201: the resulting concentration is c'0.11 mg/mL;
Note the two absorption peaks around 680 nm and 622 nm, respectively cor-
responding to the energy band gaps of 1.82 eV and 1.99 eV, characteristic of
few-layer samples [25], as previously mentioned in Par.1.2.1.
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Figure 5.10: Absorption curve of the diluted (red curve) and concentrated (black
curve) MoS2 ink.
5.2.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was then performed: 20 spectra for the exfoliated MoS2 ink
were acquired with 532 nm light excitation and incident power of 5 mW.
5 spectra of bulk MoS2 powder were acquired as well, since the comparison of
spectra before and after exfoliation can give a measure of the effectiveness of the
exfoliation process.
In Fig.5.11 some representative Raman spectra for both bulk and exfoliated MoS2
are reported.
I have carried out statistical analysis, fitting the two E12g and A1g peaks with
Lorentzian features. Results are reported in Table 5.3 and Fig.5.12.
Table 5.3: Results of statistics on Raman spectra acquired on MoS2-based ink
deposited on SiO2.
POS(E12g) FWHM(E
1
2g) POS(A1g) FWHM(A1g) I(E
1
2g)/I(A1g)
[cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] -
bulk 380.7± 0.8 5.0± 0.2 406.5± 0.7 5.2± 0.3 0.44± 0.03
exfoliated 383.6± 0.4 4.4± 0.3 408.7± 0.4 4.7± 0.4 0.47± 0.04
• the expected blue shift of the E12g peak [38,74] (∆ω(E12g) ∼ 3 cm−1) passing
from bulk structure to ink-dispersed MoS2 was observed (see Par.3.2.2);
• however, also a blue shift of the A1g peak (∆ω(A1g) ∼ 2 cm−1) was observed,
whereas a red shift was expected [38,74]; nonetheless, ∆ω(A1g) 6= ∆ω(E12g),
suggesting that an effective modification of the structure occurs and that
this trend, despite being difficult to explain, is not a mere parallel shift of
the peaks observed (as testified by the position of the 521 cm−1 peak of the
SiO2 subtrate used as a reference);
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• the intensity ratios I(E12g)/I(A1g) show no significant variation;
• the ink-dispersed MoS2 shows slightly narrower peaks than the bulk struc-
ture.
Figure 5.11: Typical acquired Raman spectrum of exfoliated MoS2 ink (red curve)
and of bulk MoS2 (black curve) on a SiO2 substrate (532 nm light wavelength).
Figure 5.12: Raman statistics on MoS2-based ink: POS(A1g) (a); FWHM(A1g)
(b); POS(E12g) (c); FWHM(E
1
2g) (d).
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5.2.3 TEM Imaging
TEM imaging was then performed: after drop-casting 50 µL of the diluted ink on
a TEM grid, 25 images were taken; given that isopropanol easily evaporates at
room temperature, vacuum was not required for the preparation of this sample.
Some images showing the layered structure of MoS2 flakes are reported in Fig.5.13.
The resulting statistics on the flakes observed (reported in Fig.5.14) gives an av-
erage lateral size of lave=(130±90) nm.
Figure 5.13: TEM-acquired images of MoS2 flakes.
Figure 5.14: Statistics performed on the lateral size of MoS2 flakes.
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5.2.4 Rheology Measurements
Finally, viscosity was measured for the solvent (IPA), the diluted and the con-
centrated ink. For the choice of the parameters here reported, see the discussion
made for the graphene-NMP ink reported in Par.5.1.4.
Results are reported in Table 5.4.
• peak hold measurements (Fig.5.17) were performed at 25oC and at a shear
rate γ˙ = 50 s−1;
• flow ramp measurements (Fig.5.18) were performed at 25oC and within the
shear rate range 0.1 s−1 ≤ γ˙ ≤ 500 s−1;
• temperature ramp measurements (Fig.5.19) were performed at at a shear
rate γ˙ = 50 s−1, within the temperature range 20 oC ≤ T ≤ 40 oC.
Table 5.4: Viscosity values η [mPa s] measured for solvent (IPA), diluted ink and
concentrated ink via peak-hold, flow ramp and temperature ramp measurements.
Peak Hold Flow Ramp Temperature Ramp
η [mPa s] η [mPa s] α[10−5 Pa s/oC]
IPA 1.78±0.04 2.34±0.01 -3.56±0.07
Diluted Ink 1.81±0.04 2.35±0.01 -3.56±0.02
Concentrated Ink 1.84±0.01 2.38±0.01 -3.63±0.01
The viscosity of the IPA-MoS2 ink is much less dependent on the concentration
of the ink itself than the NMP-graphene ink: an increase of less than 2% for the
diluted ink, and slightly more than 3% for the concentrated one were registered
(Fig.5.15). This feature is most likely due to the much lower concentration of
suspended 2D material in the LPE-produced ink.
Figure 5.15: Peak-hold measurements for MoS2-based ink in IPA.
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Apart from this, the same trends previously discussed for the NMP-graphene
ink are observed for the IPA-MoS2 ink:
• dominant noise at low shear rates; constant values of viscosity for shear rates
from 10 s−1 to 300 s−1, finally increasing at higher shear rates (Fig.5.16);
• viscosity decreases with increasing temperatures (Fig.5.17), but again the
coefficient α is very low (of the order of 10−5 Pa s/oC): as a consequence, the
dependence from temperature was regarded as negligible for what concerns
the printing process, during which the ink will be at thermal equilibrium
with a heated platen.
Figure 5.16: Flow ramp measurements for MoS2-based ink in IPA.
Figure 5.17: Temperature ramp measurements for MoS2-based ink in IPA.
Chapter 6
Characterization of Printed
Stripes
This chapter is dedicated to the printing of the LPE-produced inks and to the
characterization of the as-obained depositions.
Rectangular stripes were printed with lateral dimensions of 1 mm x 10 mm. The
as-obtained printed stripes were then characterized both optically and electrically.
The surface topography was analyzed by means of optical microscopy and SEM.
Atomic force microscopy was exploited to measure the thickness of the printed
stripes.
Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy was carried out on the printed stripes to mon-
itor the quality of the printed flakes.
The printed stripes were first pressed and then annealed before the electrical mea-
surements, in order to remove residual solvent: the effectiveness of such treatments
was proved by SEM-acquired images.
Finally, the results of mechanical and photoconductivity tests performed on the
printed stripes are reported.
Before printing, the figure of merit Z for the inks was calculated as in Eq.3.8:
• viscosity η was measured as reported in Par.5.1.4 and 5.2.4;
• surface tension γ was available in the literature [110];
• density ρ was measured weighing a known volume of ink;
• the nominal nozzle diameter of a=21.5 µm was assumed.
Results are reported in Table 6.1, suggesting that the inks are within the opti-
mal range 1<Z<14 for successful single-drop printing, as previously reported in
Par.4.3 [41]. Moreover, the average lateral sizes lave of the flakes, as they were
estimated in Par.5.1.3 and 5.2.3 from TEM statistics, are compatible with the
requirement l ≤ a/50 (see Par. 4.2).
Table 6.1: Figure of merit Z for the LPE-produced inks.
ink γ [mN/m] ρ [g/cm3] η [mPa s] Z
graphene-NMP 40.79 1.09± 0.01 2.28± 0.03 13.6± 0.1
MoS2-IPA 23.00 0.91± 0.01 1.84± 0.01 11.5± 0.1
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6.1 Graphene Printed Stripes
6.1.1 Printing: Optical Microscopy, SEM and AFM
After synthesis and characterization, the as-obtained graphene-based ink was printed
on a substrate of Polyamide 6 on Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) polyethylene
terephthalate PET -foils (17288−25EA Fluka Analytical - Sigma Aldrich). The
selected pattern were 10mm x 1mm rectangular stripes.
The temperature of the platen was set at 60oC, and stripes were printed with a
varying number of layers N=24;36;48.
A 30 s time delay between two consecutive layers was firstly set. However, be-
ing NMP a high boiling point solvent, this delay proved to be too short for the
deposited solvent to evaporate: as shown in Fig.6.1, the main consequence is an
overflow of the printed ink which prevents uniformity after the deposition. Images
were taken with a Leica S8AP0 optical microscope.
This drawback was solved setting a delay of 300 s betwen two consecutive layers:
in this way, since the ink is printed on a dry substrate, a higher uniformity and
regularity in shape of the print is obtained, as shown in Fig.6.2.
Figure 6.1: Graphene prints: 48 printed layers, 30 s between consecutive layers.
Figure 6.2: Graphene prints: 48 printed layers, 300 s between consecutive layers.
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Images of the surface of the printed graphene stripes were acquired using a
JEOL SM − 71480 High − resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM)
and are reported in Fig.6.3 as it can be seen, the PET-Polyamide substrate is
uniformly covered by the printed graphene. On the other hand, some ”bubbles”
due to residual solvent are still visible.
Figure 6.3: SEM images of the surface of a graphene stripe before compression
and annealing.
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Since the conductivity of the printed graphene stripes is affected by such a
massive quantity of residual organic solvent, the samples were pressed and an-
nealed. SEM images acquired after the treatment at the same resolution (Fig.6.4)
show how a higher homogeneity of the printed surface was gained after press and
annealing. The benefits on conductivity following the pressing and annealing steps
are reported in Par. 6.1.2.
Figure 6.4: SEM images of the surface of a graphene stripe after compression and
annealing.
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Atomic force microscopy was then used to evaluate the thickness of a printed
stripe of graphene (N=48 printing passes).
The device used was a MFP − 3D (Asylum Research) using a NSG30 probe
(NT −MDT ) in tapping mode. The thickness was estimated with the difference
of the height from the ”zero-level” and the bottom of the scratch left by the tip
(the dark line 6.5). The red line represents the section through which the profile
reported in 6.6 was measured, while the two blue points represent respectively
what were considered the top and the bottom of the deposition
Given the high concentration of the printed ink, the profile of the deposition is not
homogeneous, as shown in Fig.6.6 in the direction perpendicular to the scratch,
an average thickness tave=(510±100) nm is obtained.
Figure 6.5: AFM-acquired image of the surface of the printed graphene film.
Figure 6.6: Representative AFM-acquired profile of the printed graphene film.
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6.1.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was performed on the as-obtained prints: 20 spectra were ac-
quired within the range [100;3500] cm−1, with 532 nm light excitation and incident
power of 1 mW (since the 5 mW incident power set for the Raman spectroscopy
of the ink on SiO2 would damage the PET-Polyamide substrate). Some of these
acquired spectra are reported in Fig.6.7 it is worth noting that no Raman peaks
from the PET-Polyamide substrates were observed.
Figure 6.7: Raman spectrum of the printed graphene stripe, compared to one of
the ink.
Statistics performed on the acquired Raman spectra gives the following results,
here reported in Table 6.2 and Fig.6.8 and compared with the ink.
Table 6.2: Results of statistics on Raman spectra acquired on graphene prints
on a PET-Polyamide substrate.
peak POS [cm−1] FWHM [cm−1] I(peak)/I(G) [%]
D 1348.5± 0.3 35± 1 0.62± 0.08
G 1581.4± 0.4 20± 1 1
2D 2700± 1 68± 2 0.64± 0.03
Overall, peaks acquired from measurements on the printed film show:
• more peaked mean values and lower dispersion of data, suggesting a higher
homogeneity of the deposited printed film than the drop-casted ink;
• no significant change in the position of the maximum of the peaks;
• a higher I(D)/I(G) ratio: this feature suggests an higher amount of disorder
and can be explained taking into account that layers passing through the
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Figure 6.8: Raman statistics on graphene-based printed stripes: POS(D) (a);
correlation between FWHM(G) and I(D)/I(2D) (b); POS(G) (c); FWHM(2D);
POS(2D) (e); FWHM(2D) (f); I(D)/I(G) (g); I(2D)/I(G) (h).
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nozzles to be printed are on average smaller, presenting thus more edge
defects;
• 2D peak still displays a FWHM(2D) distinctly different from that of graphite.
This implies that the flakes are electronically decoupled, behaving as a col-
lection of SLG or FLG;
• the linear fitting of the plot I(D)/I(G) vs FWHM(G) gives again parameters
with relative error higher than 50 %: intercept i=(-0.22±0.15) and slope
s=(0.04±0.02) cm.
No clear correlation is evident, suggesting that the quality of the flakes is not
heavily affected by the printing process, if compared with the same result
obtained for the ink. Note however that G peaks are overall narrower than
in the ink.
6.1.3 Electrical Measurements
Electrical resistance was first measured directly after the printing, without any
treatment, with a 4-Wire BA2/M probe station by THORLABS (Fig.6.9) con-
nected to a Keithley 2612 System SourceMeter. I-V curves were acquired, from
which electric resistance was estimated by linear fitting.
Figure 6.9: 4-Wire BA2/M by THORLABS.
As previously mentioned in Par. 6.1.1, two different treatments, compression and
annealing, can be performed in order to improve the conductivity of the printed
graphene stripes:
• annealing enables the further evaporation of possible residual solvent in the
sample. Drying was carried out under vacuum conditions (90-180 µbar) at a
temperature of 150 oC for 60 minutes (30 minutes at constant temperature
and 30 minutes during the decresing temperature ramp).
The drier I used was a Buchi Glass Oven B − 585 (shown in Fig.6.10).
• compression can improve the conductivity of the sample by favouring a def-
inite orientation of the randomly oriented graphene flakes.
The compression process was performed at a temperature of 150 oC, under
a nominal load of 2 tons for 60 minutes (30 minutes at constant temperature
and 30 minutes during the decreasing temperature ramp).
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The samples were isolated between two thin teflon foils so to prevent con-
taminations from contact with the pressing surfaces; furthermore, consid-
ering that the Polyamide-PET foils are 200 µm thick, the samples were
positioned between metal separators for a total thickness of 150 µm so to
have control on the maximum compression from the device.
The press I used was a Atlas auto T8 by Specac (shown in Fig.6.10).
Figure 6.10: Buchi Glass Oven B-585 (left); Specac press Atlas auto T8 (right).
In order to analyze these two effects separately, I measured the resistance of two
different printed stripes before any treatment, after annealing (respectively com-
pression) followed by compression (respectively annealing).
Results (reported in Table 6.3 and in Fig.6.11 and 6.12) show that:
• when annealing was performed first, the electrical resistance decreased by a
factor of 20 (from ∼6 MΩ to ∼300 kΩ), while when the following compression
was performed it contributed a further factor of 3 to ∼100 kΩ;
• on the other hand, when compression was performed first, the electrical
resistance decreased by a factor of 200 (from ∼2 MΩ to ∼10 kΩ), while
when the following annealing was performed it contributed a further factor
of 2 to ∼6 kΩ;
Table 6.3: Electric resistance of printed graphene stripes, before and after each
treatment.
R before treatment Rafter annealing Rafter compression
20.1 (N=24) (6.13± 0.05) MΩ (266± 1) kΩ (98.5± 0.1) kΩ
R before treatment Rafter pression Rafter annealing
20.2 (N=24) (1.97± 0.05) MΩ (10.31± 0.02) kΩ (5.99± 0.01) kΩ
As a consequence, for all the other samples I decided to apply compression before
annealing.
Results of measurements performed following this procedure are reported in Fig.6.13-
6.15 and summarized in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.11: I-V characteristic of sample 20.1 (N=24): annealing followed by
compression.
Figure 6.12: I-V characteristic of sample 20.2 (N=24): compression followed by
annealing.
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Table 6.4: Electric resistance of printed graphene stripes, before and after
both compression and annealing.
Rbefore treatment Rafter treatment
20.3 (N=36) (766± 20) kΩ (4.05± 0.01) kΩ
20.0A (N=48) (101.2± 0.2) kΩ (2.13± 0.05) kΩ
20.0B (N=48) (150± 3) kΩ (3.99± 0.01) kΩ
Figure 6.13: I-V characteristic of sample 20.3 (N=36).
Figure 6.14: I-V characteristic of sample 20.0A (N=48).
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Figure 6.15: I-V characteristic of sample 20.0B (N=48).
The results reported so far were expressed in Ω; however, since we are dealing
with thin films, it is useful to estimate the so called sheet resistance Rs, applicable
to two-dimensional systems [15].
Resistance R can be written as:
R =
ρl
A
=
ρl
tw
= Rs
l
w
(6.1)
where:
• ρ[Ωm] is the resistivity;
• l is the length
• A is the cross− sectional area;
• w is the width;
• t is the thickness;
• Rs = ρ/t is the so called sheet resistance, expressed in Ω/ (dimensionally
equal to Ω).
In our case, the width of the thin film is w=1 mm, while the length is the distance
between two probes, l=2 mm. The corresponding values for sheet resistance are
reported in Table 6.5.
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For comparison, sheet resistance was measured after treatment at NEST in
Pisa with a cylindrical 4−point probe head Jandel RM3000 (shown in Fig.6.16).
Figure 6.16: 4-Probes Jandel RM3000.
Results are reported in Table 6.5 and show good agreement in the order of mag-
nitude.
It is worth noting that:
• the distance between the 4-point probes was much smaller than the overall
1 cm length of the printed stripe: as a consequence, despite being more
precise, measurements performed with the 4-point probes are also strongly
local, namely depending on the point in which the probes touch the printed
film;
• on the other hand, the 4-wire machine covered the whole length of the printed
stripe, hence providing a more global result.
Table 6.5: Sheet resistance values acquired by 4-point probes measurements and
estimated by 4-wire measurements: comparison.
R (4− point probes) R (4− wire)
20.0A (N=48) (2.516± 0.001) kΩ/ (1.07± 0.03) kΩ/
20.0B (N=48) (6.662± 0.001) kΩ/ (1.995± 0.005) kΩ/
20.1 (N=24) (231.69± 0.01) kΩ/ (49.25± 0.005) kΩ/
20.2 (N=24) (9.423± 0.001) kΩ/ (2.995± 0.005) kΩ/
20.3 (N=36) (6.830± 0.001) kΩ/ (2.025± 0.005) kΩ/
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6.1.4 Mechanical Tests
As previously mentioned in Par. 1.2.4 and Par. 4.1, concerning the printed
flexible optoelectronics field, one of the most appealing features of graphene refers
to the possibility of fabricating devices that can retain their properties under bend-
ing and stretching. In this context, graphene appears an excellent candidate as
a ”metallic” component for several printed devices, especially if compared with
other materials used so far.
For this reason, mechanical tests were performed on the printed stripes made of
thin graphene films, to work out how they behave and react to different external
mechanical stresses in terms of electrical conductivity.
The first type of simulated mechanical stress was traction, since it may change the
degree of interconnection between the deposited graphene flakes. This mechanical
test is also interesting to evaluate the ability of recovering the mutual position of
the flakes after such stress.
The machine used was a Dual Column Universal Testing System 3365 by Instron,
shown in Fig.6.17.
Figure 6.17: Instron Dual Column Universal Testing System 3365.
The preparation for the test was as follows:
• silver paste was deposited on the printed stripe to have a metallic contact
with the two copper wires connected to aKeithley 2612 System SourceMeter;
the wires were fixed to the silver paste with kapton scotch tape ;
• the printed stripe was then fixed between two clamps at the initial distance
of 15 mm;
• the device can apply an external traction at fixed steps so that the external
deformation for each step is 0.1 mm;
• the current flowing was then measured at the end of each step, where a con-
stant external voltage of 0.1 V was provided; results are reported in Fig.6.18.
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The current flowing is reported as a function of the tensile strain exten-
sion, normalized to the initial distance of the clamps and hence measured in
mm/mm;
Figure 6.18: Conductivity of the graphene-based printed stripe under traction.
During the whole process, while traction is applied, the resistance measured varies
from a minimum initial value of Rmin=(7.04±0.01) kΩ to the maximum value
of Rmax=(7.39±0.01) kΩ. This maximum value of resistance, however, does not
occur for the maximum traction applied: this feature is due to the fact that at
higher deformations the stripe slips from the clamps.
As a matter of fact, for this reason, less data could be acquired while releasing the
stress applied, since a negative mechanical load was registered after three steps,
meaning that the stripe was actually being bent rather than being under traction.
The system was then released to the original configuration, where the initial value
of current flowing was recovered.
This result shows that the conductivity of the printed stripe had been weakly af-
fected by the stress applied and that consequently the as-obtained graphene-based
printed stripes can be potentially used as a component of flexible devices where
traction may occur.
Further tests were then performed in order to analyze the behavior of the printed
stripes under protracted strain.
The machine used was a Dynamical Mechanical Analyzer DMA Q800 by TA
Instruments. As shown in Fig.6.19, the sample was inserted between the clamps,
whose reciprocal movement can be tuned in order to obtain the strain desired.
Note that the printed deposition was positioned ”face-down”, to avoid contact
with the moving clamps that may cause contaminations and thus affect the con-
ductivity of the sample.
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Figure 6.19: Dynamical Mechanical Analyzer DMA Q800 by TA Instruments.
The stress applied was carried by a sinusoidal deformation:
• to have a significant strain, the amplitude of such deformation should be
of the order of the thickness of the Polyamide-PET (200 µm); moreover,
the stability of such amplitude on repeated cycles is desirable. Taking into
account these two requirements, the selected amplitude was 150 µm;
• a low frequency regime is also desirable, since it enables a higher control
on the instantaneous deformation from the machine: setting ω ∼10 Hz, the
printed striped nonetheless undergoes 36,000 cycles per hour.
In this way, the device registered a strain of 0.04-0.05 %. From this, given the
strain as the ratio between the distance from the neutral axis (0.1 mm) and the
radius of curvature, the latter can be estimated as R∼20-25 cm.
The whole process was performed at a set temperature of 30 oC. Resistance
was measured for two graphene stripes with a Meterman 38XR Multimeter be-
fore and after this protracted strain taking advantage of the silver paste deposition
previoulsy deposited.
Results are reported in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Change in electrical resistance of the graphene-based printed stripe
after protracted strain.
duration Rbefore Rafter
20.4 (N=48) 1 hr 8.523± 0.001 kΩ 8.555± 0.001 kΩ
20.7 (N=48) 2 hrs 22.27± 0.01 kΩ 22.42± 0.01 kΩ
The relative variation in electrical resistance is less than 0.4% and 0.7% after under-
going respectively 1 hour and 2 hours of protracted strain (namely approximately
36,000 and 72,000 cycles respectively). This result shows that the as-obtained
graphene-based printed stripes can be potentially used in flexible devices as com-
ponents whose conductivity is weakly affected by long-lasting deformations.
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6.1.5 Photoconductivity Measurements
Photoconductivity measurements were performed using the experimental setup
shown in Fig.7.5 and with the following procedure:
• two drops of silver paste were deposited as an electric contact on the printed
stripes approximately at a distance of 5 mm; the substrate was then fixed
on the metal disc (a);
• the position of the four metal points (b) can be adjusted so to obtain an
electric contact with the silver paste; they were then connected to a Keithley
2612 System SourceMeter to acquire the I-V curves;
• an optical microscope Olympus SZX7 (c) was used to verify the effectiveness
of the contact between silver paste and metal points;
• a 532 nm laserMGL−III−532 (Changchun New Industries Optoelectronics
Technology Co. Ltd.) (d) had been previously calibrated with a power meter
and was used to send light to the printed stripes;
• the laser spot size was approximately 1 mm (equal to the width of the printed
stripe) and it was also observed during calibration that the incident power
did not depend on the vertical position of the light source with respect to
the metal disc, so the laser was fixed to the microscope as shown in Fig.6.20
and its position adjusted accordingly to the substrate;
Figure 6.20: Experimental setup for photoconductivity measurements.
I-V curves were first acquired in dark conditions, to measure the resistance of the
printed stripes (results are shown in Table 7.2).
I-V curves were then acquired at different incident powers, as reported in Fig.6.21-
6.24. Note that in this case I stands for the photo-induced current, obtained by
subtraction of the dark current.
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Figure 6.21: Photo-induced current as a function of the incident power: graphene
stripe with R=(2.99±0.01)kΩ.
Figure 6.22: Photo-induced current as a function of the incident power: graphene
stripe with R=(13.1±0.1)kΩ.
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Figure 6.23: Photo-induced current as a function of the incident power: graphene
stripe with R=(8.19±0.01)kΩ.
Figure 6.24: Photo-induced current as a function of the incident power: graphene
stripe with R=(18.3±0.1)kΩ.
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Spectral responsivity SR [A/W] is defined as the ratio of the current generated
by the device to the incident power, given as a function of either wavelength or
energy of incident photons:
R =
Igen
Pinc
(6.2)
The maximum photoinduced current obtained was plotted as a function of the
incident power, as shown in Fig.6.25. S.R. was estimated by averaging the absolute
values of the slopes of the two plots respectively referring to positive/negative
applied voltages.
Results from linear fitting and averaging are reported in Table 7.2.
Figure 6.25: Responsivity at 532 nm of the graphene stripe with R=(2.99±0.01)
kΩ (a); R=(13.1±0.1) kΩ (b); R=(8.19±0.01) kΩ (c); R=(18.3±0.1) kΩ (d).
External Quantum Efficiency EQE is defined as the ratio of the number of
carriers collected to the number of incident photons of a given energy, given as
a function of either wavelength or energy; it can be estimated starting from SR
using the following relation (see results in Table 7.2):
EQE = SR
hc
eλ
(6.3)
Note that the lowest values of EQE are due to those samples where only a max-
imum voltage of 0.2 V was applied. The reason is that at the first stages it was
not completely predictable how the printed stripes would react to higher currents
flowing: as a consequence, only low voltages were applied. However, assuming a
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linear increase of EQE with voltage applied, the corresponding values would be
compatible with the other results obtained applying higher voltages up to 20 V.
Table 7.2: Responsivity and External Quantum Efficiency of different graphene
stripes at 532 nm.
sample R [kΩ] V oltage [V ] SR [A/W ] @532 nm EQE @532 nm
20.5 2.99±0.01 [-0.2;0.2] (4.3± 0.2) 10−5 (1.0± 0.1) 10−4
20.6 13.1±0.1 [-0.2;0.2] (4.5± 0.4) 10−6 (1.0± 0.1) 10−5
20.7 18.3±0.1 [-20;20] (7.1± 0.3) 10−4 (1.7± 0.1) 10−3
20.8 8.19±0.01 [-20;20] (9± 1) 10−4 (2.1± 0.2) 10−3
6.2 MoS2 Printed Stripes
6.2.1 Printing: Optical Microscopy, SEM and AFM
Following the same procedure as for graphene-based prints, MoS2-based 10 mm x
1 mm rectangular stripes were printed. Given that isopropanol evaporates much
more easily than NMP even at room temperature, an interlayer delay of 60 s was
set for this process. However, being the MoS2-based ink much more diluted that
the graphene-based one, 60 layers were printed for each stripe.
Images of the as-obtained prints are shown in Fig.6.26 and 6.27; note the ”coffee
ring effect” at one end of the stripe, due to the fact that IPA is a low boiling point
solvent.
Figure 6.26: MoS2 prints: 60 printed layers, 60 s delay between.
Figure 6.27: MoS2 printed stripes: details.
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Fig.6.28 reports SEM-acquired images of the surface of the printed MoS2
stripes: as for the graphene-based prints, some residuals of IPA are still visible.
Note that MoS2 is a semiconductor, hence it is necessary to use in this case a
destructive electron sputtering technique that destroys the sample rather than the
standard SEM technique normally used for conductive samples (such as graphene,
for instance).
Figure 6.28: SEM images of the surface of a MoS2 stripe before compression and
annealing.
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The samples were then pressed at the same conditions as the graphene prints;
to remove the residual isopropanol, the samples were then annealed at 85oC: the
following SEM-acquired images show the benefits of such treatments:
Figure 6.29: SEM images of the surface of a MoS2 stripe after compression and
annealing.
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As for the graphene stripe, the thickness of the deposition was estimated by
AFM measurement (N=60 printing passes).
In this case the analysis shows a much more homogeneous profile, probably due
the high volatility of IPA; the average estimated thickness was tave=(820±20)nm.
Figure 6.30: AFM-acquired image of the surface of the printed MoS2 film.
Figure 6.31: Representative AFM-acquired profile of the printed MoS2 film.
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6.2.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was then performed: 20 spectra were acquired on the MoS2
print with 532 nm light excitation and incident power of 1 mW (since the 5 mW
incident power set for the Raman spectroscopy of the ink on SiO2 would damage
the PET-Polyamide substrate).
Statistics was performed on these acquisitions, fitting the two E12g and A1g with
Lorentzian features. Results are reported in Table 6.6 and Fig.6.32.
Figure 6.32: A typical Raman spectrum of MoS2 printed stripe (blue curve),
compared with one of the ink (red curve) and the bulk material (black curve).
Table 6.6: Results of statistics on Raman spectra acquired on MoS2 prints on a
PET-Polyamide substrate.
POS(E12g) FWHM(E
1
2g) POS(A1g) FWHM(A1g) I(E
1
2g)/I(A1g)
[cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] -
bulk 380.7± 0.8 5.0± 0.2 406.5± 0.7 5.2± 0.3 0.47± 0.04
ink 383.6± 0.4 4.4± 0.3 408.7± 0.4 4.7± 0.4 0.44± 0.03
print 381.9± 1.5 5.4± 0.6 407.5± 1.2 5.4± 0.6 0.49± 0.02
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• overall, data acquired from measurements on the printed stripe show a higher
dispersion around the mean values than those from the ink or the bulk, with
standard deviations 2 to 3 times higher; the printing process enables then a
much lower homogeneity, given the high dilution of the starting ink;
• the peaks of the printed samples show an intermediate position between the
bulk and the deposited ink;
• no significant change was observed in the ratios I(E12g)/I(A1g), which re-
mains consistent passing from bulk to ink to printed MoS2;
• despite being slightly broader, the peaks from the printedMoS2 show FWHM
still of the order of 5 cm−1.
Figure 6.33: Raman statistics on MoS2-based printed stripes: POS(A1g) (a);
FWHM(A1g) (b); POS(E
1
2g) (c); FWHM(E
1
2g) (d).
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6.2.3 Mechanical tests
I have performed similar measurements on traction presented in Par.6.1.4 for
graphene stripes also for a MoS2-based printed stripe (see Fig.6.34). Providing
an external voltage of 1 V, the initial electric resistance value was Rin=(461±1)
MΩ. Resistance keeps decreasing to Rextreme=(279±1) MΩ at the maximum up
to the value at the end of the releasing ramp Rfin=(242±1) MΩ, that however
does not change as the mechanical load is released.
This anomalous behavior was considered to be due to drift currents: this expla-
nation seems plausible taking into account the very low noise-dominated values
of current measured (of the order of few nA); what is more, drift currents are
thermally generated and consequently the increasing current registered could be
due to the heating of the sample rather than the external deformation.
Figure 6.34: Conductivity of the MoS2-based printed stripe under traction.
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6.2.4 Photoconductivity tests
The same photoconductivity measurement presented in Par.6.1.5 for graphene
stripes was then carried out for a MoS2 stripe. The resulting I-V curve is re-
ported in Fig.6.35. The nominal electric resistance provided by linear fitting of
the I-V curve in dark conditions is Rdark=(558±1)MΩ.
A peculiar phenomenon observed was the decrease of the current flowing through
the device at increasing incident powers (a kind of ”negative photocurrent”). By
the way, it is worth noting that the registered currents are of the order on few nA,
hence at the limit of the sensitivity of the instrument.
Overall, these preliminary results show that there is still plenty of room for op-
timization and that further understanding of basic processes is necessary for the
development of printed MoS2 in heterostructures.
Figure 6.35: Current flowing in the MoS2-based printed stripe at different incident
power.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
The actual challenge concerning graphene and other layered materials (LMs)
is related to the coordination of basic research and discoveries to their effective
convergence into innovative and radically new applications and the resulting com-
mercialisation of the latter. For this purpose, basic research still retains a central
role for what concerns the identification of the ideal material, strongly depending
on the final application. Still, the selected (combination of) materials also need
large and cost-effective ease of production in order to make LMs also economically
competitive, especially if compared to well established technologies. For this rea-
son, the easily scalable and cost-effective approach of Liquid Phase Exfoliation
(LPE) was the natural choice.
In my work I focused on the synthesis, characterization and ink-jet printing of
LPE-produced LM-based inks and on on the (opto)electronic and mechanical tests
of the printed stripes.
I synthesized graphene-based inks in N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and MoS2-
based inks in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). I performed personally all the steps nec-
essary, from dispersion in the solvent to exfoliation by ultrasonication and
purification via ultracentrifugation. I paid particular attention to the optimiza-
tion of the ink production process in terms of stability, purity and concentration
of the final ink. In this context, the key factors were the choice of solvents com-
patible with the seleted 2D material; the temperature of the sonic bath; the time
of ultrasonication as well as the speed and the time of ultracentrifugation.
Also the concentration of the final ink presented several technological issues, such
as the deterioration of the solvent due to thermal treatment, which makes a
solvent− exchange process necessary.
Morphological characterization of the as-obtained inks shows that graphene-based
inks can be produced with a concentration in the range 0.1-0.3 mg/mL which
increases up to 3 mg/mL after thermal treatment; the ink contains few-layer
graphene, as verified by means of Raman spectroscopy, having sub-micrometric
(∼150 nm) lateral dimensions. The viscosity value η, important for the print-
ability of the ink itself, has shown values varying from 1.6 mPa s for diluted ink
(0.1-0.3 mg/mL) to 2.3 mPa s for the more concentrated one (3 mg/mL).
For what concerns the MoS2-based inks prepared in IPA, the key features are: a
low concentration (∼0.01 mg/mL) that increased by a factor of 10 after thermal
treatment; few-layer MoS2 flakes with lateral size in the 50-200 nm range; viscos-
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ity η ∼1.8 mPa s, weakly dependent on the concentration.
I also had the opportunity to experiment inkjet printing as a viable technique for
printing the as-obtained inks. The quality of the as-obtained printed depositions
was monitored by both optical and electrical characterization.
I also demonstrated the effectiveness of treatments such as compression and an-
nealing of these sub-micrometrically thin depositions to improve electron conduc-
tivity: on average, electrical resistance was reduced by two orders of magnitude,
from hundred kΩ to few kΩ after thermal and mechanical treatments.
Finally, I have carried out some endurance tests on the printed stripes. Mechanical
tests were performed to understand how inkjet printed stripes behave and react to
different kinds of external mechanical stresses in terms of electrical conductivity.
For what concerns graphene printed stripes, results show that the electrical resis-
tance easily recovers after mechanical stresses such as traction (up to a 5% nor-
malized strain) or low-frequency protracted strain (registering a 0.4% and 0.7%
increase in electric resistance after 36,000 and 72,000 bending cycles respectively).
These results, though preliminary, show the potential of this approach for the re-
alization of fully-printed conductive components for flexible (opto)electronics.
Photoconductivity tests with 532 nm laser excitation provided a final external
quantum efficiency up to 10−3.
I have then printed MoS2 stripes that were also characterized both optically and
electrically, although there is still plenty of room for improvement.
I demonstrated the fabrication of relatively cheap and fully printed few-kΩ con-
ductive printed stripes, which have required only 5-10 mL of concentrated ink
each. This thesis work could be the starting point to fully exploit the potential of
graphene as a conductive element for flexible optoelectronic components, consid-
ering that mechanical flexibility is a must in today’s technological platform.
The performances of graphene are still not comparable to the ones of other well
established materials used so far. There is still plenty of room for optimization of
the solution processing techniques, acting at different levels of the production and
printing processes. However I strongly believe that mechanical flexibility can pave
the way to the adoption of graphene as a substitute to more expensive and rigid
materials, such as indium tin oxide.
Based on the results that were achieved during this Thesis completion, further
works could include the combination of graphene inkjet printed stripes with other
printed LMs for the realization of heterostructures, the new frontier of science and
technology..
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